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1.3 

ABSTRACT 

Domestic mineral consumption is defined as a. net sum of 

apparent consumption plus embodied mineral contained in net 

imported goods. The u. s. is a net importer of copper

containing products, such as automobiles, electrical products, 

and construction and industrial machinery. Embodied copper 

which is contained in net imports of these products constitute 

part of domestic copper consumption. On the other hand, the 

u.s. is a net exporter of sulfur-using/embodying products, 

such as fertilizers and grains. The sulfur which is 

contained/employed in manufacturing exported products is not 

actually part of domestic sulfur consumption. 

Net embodied U.S. imports (exports) of copper (sulfur) 

are estimated. For copper, it is shown that domestic u.s. 

consumption is understated and increasing, intensity of use is 

constant rather than decreasing, and, in general, forecast 

increases in domestic consum~tion of copper are due mainly to 

embodied copper imports. For sulfur, it is shown that domestic 

consumption is overstated and declining~ domestic intensity of 

use is also declining. The domestic copper and sulfur 

industries will be differentially impacted as a result of this 

increased reliance on overseas markets. 



1.4 

CHAPTER ONE 

:lNTRODUCT:lON 

The mineral consumption of a nation can be satisfied by 

its domestic production and/or by imports of raw and 

semifinished materials and final goods. 

Minerals are demanded as production inputs to meet 

consumer demand for final goods and services. The final goods 

are in the form of products such as automobiles, 

refrigerators, washing machines, construction items and other 

products. The demand for these final goods by the consumers 

ultimately determines the demand for the relevant minerals 

used in the production of such products. This type of demand 

is called derived demand. 

The intensity of use (IU) of a mineral was first proposed 

by the International Iron and Steel Institute (1.972), and by 

Malenbaum (1973) to modify the prevalent forecasting of 

mineral demand trends by a simple linear extrapolation 

technique. IU was defined as a function of per capita gross 

economic product (GDPPC or GNPPC), and calculated on the basis 

of apparent consumption: 

IU = apparent consumption/economic output: 

the numerator measured in physical units, such as short tons, 

the denominator in real (inflation adjusted) values. 
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According to Malenbaum, the IU for most minerals in 

industrialized countries follows a roughly inverted U-shape, 

a useful gross adjustment for forecasting purposes. For an 

understanding of material use, the structure of that use, and 

policy analysis as well as forecasting, however, a structural 

analysis is desirable. Malenbaum did not provide a formal 

statement of his analysis, this remained for others, e.g., 

Roberts (1985), and Jeon (1989) who developed more detailed 

forecasting techniques. 

The Malenbaum hypothesis, that IU of a mineral increases 

with per capita GNP growth and then declines as per capita GNP 

continues to increase; stressed changes in per capita income 

as chief cause of changes in IU. This has been challenged by 

others who base their structural arguments on demand shifts, 

technical efficiency of use and input substitution [among them 

Vogley and Bonczar (1977), Wright (1977), Canavan (1983), 

Roberts (1985), and Tilton (1985, 1986). For related studies 

in particular industries see: Myers (1986), Eggert (1986), 

Nappi (1986), and Key and Schlabach (1986)]. 

The effect of the growth of international trade of 

minerals embodied in finished or semifinished goods on derived 

mineral demand, its forecasting, and IU estimation has been 

less well documented [Roberts (1985, 1987), Humphreys (1987), 

and Hutchison and Tilton (1987)]. Although final consumer 

demand for goods and services can be satisfied by ei ther 
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domestic production or imports, while domestic production may 

be export oriented, as generally measured and as utilized by 

those cited above, apparent consumption need not be equal to 

or properly represent domestic consumption. consequently, the 

IU estimated from apparent consumption [see Roberts and Harris 

(1984), Waddell and Labys (1988), Labys and Waddell (1989)] 

rather than from actual domestic consumption (which accounts 

for indirect mineral trade), may have the wrong time shape, as 

to the peak and decline, or otherwise be different. 

If a mineral is domestically consumed in the production 

of an export item, the implication is that the mineral itself 

was produced for export and did not ~nter domestic final 

consumption. The apparent domestic consumption estimate, 

however, will be inflated since it does not account for the 

indirect mineral traded as products. As a result, forecasts 

made from this base will be structurally naive as future 

demand for the mineral will depend on non-domestic 

considerations. Similarly, if significant quantities of a 

mineral are imported embodied as part of finished (or 

semifinished) goods, actual domestic consumption and IU of 

that mineral may not have declined, but statistically a 

decline in apparent consumption will be shown and a decline in 

apparent IU will be estimated. If the discrepancies are 

significant, both the structure of demand and any related 

policy analyses are impacted. 
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The importance of embodied trade in minerals has been 

implicitly recognized though the labor of estimation has 

generally been explicitly avoided. The issue is implicit to 

discussion of the deindumtrialization of America, and to past 

efforts to structure certain tariffs and quotas on the basis 

of mineral content. The range of import and export data 

published by the United states Bureau of Mines (USBOM) for 

steel and aluminum compared to copper testifies not only to 

the comparatively great~r importance of mining to the U.S. 

copper industry in recent years, but to the obviously 

increased comparative role of imports and exports of 

semifinished and finished products of the steel and aluminum 

industries over time. Disoussion of these issues is less 

informed without good estimates of embodied trade: the 

available data on apparent consumption will suggest the wrong 

structure of material use for policy and, perhaps, for 

projection. 

This research ostimates the copper and sulfur amounts 

embodied in traded goods. The U.S. is a net importer of copper 

embodying products. Tho embodied copper in net U.S. imports 

are incorporated into the traditional apparent copper 

consumption data. On the other hand, the U.S. is a net 

exporter of sulfur containing/employing products. The apparent 

sulfur consumption data are also adjusted to account for the 

indirect sulfur exports. The adjusted data are used for 
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comparative forecasts. It is found that traditional estimates 

understate the copper IU while overstating the sulfur IU. 

1.1 Description of the Problem 

This research concentrates primarily on the theoretical 

and mesurement aspects of the IU concept. The basic idea is to 

disaggregate (decompose) domesti~ consumption of copper and 

sulfur into two sectors represented by: 

1. apparent consumption, and 

2. embodied or obscured consumption. 

The apparent consumption data for copper and sulfur are 

defined as: 

for copper: 

Apparent consumption = Refined copper production + Total old 

scrap - Net refined imports + stock changes during period 

for sulfur: 

Apparent consumption = Shipments of Frasch + Net imports of 

Frasch + Shipments of recovered sulfur + Net imports of 

recovered sulfur + Other forms of sulfur (pyrite etc.) 

Embodied consumption is obscured consumption because it is not 

easily accounted for, and is therefore ignored in the 

traditional (USBOM) consumption data. Imports and exports of 

copper- and sulfur-embodying/employing products imply a 

respective import and export of copper and sulfur. The concept 

of embodied consumption and its impact on domestic consumption 
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patterns is especially significant for a nation like the u.s. 

where both trade and domestic production play major roles in 

the nation's consumption patterns. 

The indirect amounts of copper and sulfur embodied in 

traded products are estimated. The u.s. is a major net 

importer of copper-embodying products. Such products include 

electrical, transportation, and major household items. The 

amounts of copper embodied in these net imported products 

constitute part of domestic consumption. The u.s. is a net 

sulfur exporter: the sulfur is indirectly exported as products 

which embody (employ) sulfur (sulfuric acid) in their 

production. Examples of such products .include fertilizers, 

agricultural produce, livestock, as well as a variety of 

industrial items. The net sum of the apparent consumption and 

the embodied consumption gives the actual domestic consumption 

pattern. Thus: 

For copper: 

Domestic consumption = 
Apparent consumption + Embodied copper in net imports 

For sulfur: 

Domestic consumption = 
Apparent consumption - Sulfur used/contained in net 

exports 
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1.2 Wby copper and sulfur 

Copper and sulfur are chosen as examples to'study the 

impact of foreign trade and the inherent embodied consumption 

concept on the domestic U. s. consumption patterns and the 

implied IUs of these two minerals~ These two minerals are 

chosen for the following reasons: 

1. They are both used in a variety of products. Products 

which embody/employ these minerals may be delineated and the 

mineral amounts embodied therein may be estimated. The same 

procedure could be repeated for other more complex minerals, 

for example oil and natural gas, aluminum, iron and others, 

but the groundwork and general approach would be similar to 

the one proposed here. 

2. The two minerals provide two different approaches to 

the study: copper is found in a variety of products, such as 

automobiles, machinery and construction items, electrical 

products, and a number of other consumer durables. Hence a 

variety of specific end uses. This represents a lateral or a 

horizontal approach. Sulfur, on the other hand provides a 

vertical or depth approach, since sulfur is used primarily in 

one major indistry, agriculture. The vertical analysis 

encompasses products relevant to this one major industry 

(fertilizers, grains, and livestock), as well as other 

products of the industrial sector. 

3. The U. s. imports a variety of copper embodying 
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products. Thus, the impact of net embodied copper imports on 

the domestic copper consumption, and IU can be studied. The 

U.S., on the other hand, is a net embodied sulfur exporter. 

The effects of these exports on domestic sulfur consumption, 

and IU, can also be evaluated. 

1.3 U.S. Xmports, Exports: Relations and Trends 

Trade plays a major role in the u.s. economy. The U.S. is 

both a maj or importer and exporter of goods ranging from 

transportation items, electrical items, major household 

appliances, to fertilizers grains and livestock. Prior to the 

1960s, .trade as represented by imports and exports of 

merchandise was not as significant to the u.s. economy (as a 

percent of GNP) as in the later years; in 1960 exports were 

more important than imports, whereas by 1985 imports were more 

significant than exports (Figure 1.1). Imports and exports of 

goods became especially important during the early part of the 

1970s and have increased since then. As a result of this 

empirical observation, it is clear that prior to the 1970s, 

imports and exports of merchandise, and the associated 

embodied mineral(s) in them, did not really have a drastic 

influence on the domestic mineral consumption patterns, simply 

because the magnitude of goods traded as a percent of GNP was 

not significant. However, during the later years, and 

especially after the early 1970s, imports and exports as a 
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percentage of GNP became important. In general, the 

contribution of the minerals embodied in traded products to 

the domestic mineral consumption pattern is thus especially 

relevant during this post 1970 era. For this reason, the study 

estimates the embodied copper and sulfur traded for the years 
I 

beginning 1965 and at five year interval up to 1985. It is 

possible that prior to 1965, the respective embodied copper 

imports and sulfur exports were important, however, on a 

methodological basis, a justifiable cutoff date was chosen. 

1.4 Outline of the study 

The central concept analyzed in this dissertation is the 

effect of embodied copper and sulfur consumed in the u.s. on 

the domestic consumption patterns of these two minerals. The 

relevant copper and sulfur embodying traded products and the 

research methodology are presented in Chapter Two. Th~ results 

of the study are discussed in Chapter Three. The impact of 

indirect copper and sulfur trade on the domestic u.s 

consumption of the two minerals is examined in Chapter Four. 

Also, U. S copper and sulfur consumption forecasts for the 

years 1990 and 1995 are discussed. Chapter Five examines the 

implications.of the study, policy issues, and the future of 

the domestic copper and sulfur industries. Finally, Chapter 

Six summarizes the findings and conclusions of the research. 



CHAPTER TWO 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Copper Intensity of Use 
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Little detailed research has been done to assesss the 

impact of copper embodied in imports/exports of manufactured 

goods on domestic copper consumption trends, and the 

estimation of intensity of use (Roberts, 1985, 1987; Hutchison 

and Tilton, 1987; Humphreys, 1987). Roberts (1985) developed 

three mineral consumption models to offset some of the 

theoretical shortcomings of the traditional Malenbaum concept •. 

These were: 

1. total mineral in economic use, 

2. new mineral placed into use each year, 

3. the traditional consumption model. 

It is obvious that each model implies a different intensity of 

use for the mineral in question. Model (1) is the full mineral 

consumption model. It incorporates such parameters as foreign 

trade, economic life of the items in use, and the stock of 

those items. However, no detailed study of the foreign trade 

element was performed. Model (2) omits the stock of minerals 

in economic use, but includes the other variables of the full 

mineral consumption model. The traditional Malenbaum 

consumption model (3) basically represents factory production 

of new items in the home region in year t {all items consumed 
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at home as well as those exported). Roberts applied the full 

mineral consumption model (1) to a single item, motor 

vehicles. Three measures of copper consumption in motor 

vehicles were plotted. The results showed that (1) is much 

greater than (2) which is almost identical to (3), except in 

recent years when imports of low copper-content vehicles 

gained significant market share. For the early part of the 

period considered (1916-1980), exports of finished vehicles 

exceeded imports, thus the net is negative causing the 

traditional measure to overstate the actual amounts of new 

copper placed into service in the us. The later portion of the 

period demonstrates that the net imports of copper, in terms 

of finished vehicles, has become very significant. By 

neglecting the motor vehicle imports, the traditional 

consumption measure understates by 19.2 percent the actual 

amount of new mineral placed into use. 

Hutchison and Tilton (1987) pointed out that the standard 

procedure for calculating consumption significantly 

underestimates domestic copper consumption and, in turn, the 

copper IU. As normally calculated, the IU figures reflect 

trends in the consumption of refined copper by fabricators 

rather than the actual absorption of copper in final consumer 

and producer goods. The conclusion drawn is that the 

conventional approach under-reports the US copper IU. This 

conclusion, however, is heavily based on the unsupported 
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assumption that the rate of growth of copper contained in net 

automobile imports has been matched on average by the net 

imports of all final products containing copper. It is obvious 

that this very strong assumption determines their conclusion: 

more data are required to justify this conclusion. 

Humphreys (1987), discussed the significance of shifting 

patterns of trade on IU. He stressed that any shifts of 

industrial production and processing away from developed 

countries will have an impact on their respective IU trends. 

For the developed and large importer nations this would tend 

to under-report their IUs relative to what they would have 

been had metal consumption been measured at a point further 

downstream. As he noted, 'proof of such a contention requires 

far better information on the metal content of traded products 

than is currently available'. 

In a related study, Roberts (1987) noted that large metal 

consuming nations, like the US, continue to use huge amounts 

of metals, but no longer use them in raw form. Instead, these 

nations' metal consumption is represented in imports of 

finished and semifinished goods containing these metals. This 

category of consumption, referred to as embodied consumption 

in this research, is significant. 

It is obvious that the work done so far on IU as related 

to copper has not fully explored the impact of the indirect 

metal content of traded products on domestic US copper 
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consumption patterns and the associated IU. This research 

attempts to close that gap 

2.2 Lateral Approacb for Copper 

Copper is employed in a variety of end uses of which the 

important sectors are: 

Electrical 

Construction and Machinery 

Transportation 

other Consumer Durables 

The properties inherent to copper, especially its high 

electrical and thermal conductivity, high durability, and 

corrosion resistance have made it a preferred metal in many 

end use sectors. 

By specific sectors, the US copper demand pattern for the 

years 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, and 1985 is given in Table 2.1. 

It is obvious that the electrical sector is the most 

significant. In 1985, 69 percent of copper was used in the 

electrical sector. OVer the past twenty years, this sector has 

grown in market share. US copper demand in other sectors has 

remained stable or has declined, presumably because of 

material substitution (e.g., in plumbing, automotive 

radiators, and coinage) and an increase in imports of copper 

embodying products such as automobiles, major household 
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~able 2.1 Apparent consumption of Copper by End-Use sectors 
(OOC short tons, () is percent of total) 

End-Use Year 
sector 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Electrical 1137(52) 1103(ss} 1008(62} 1585(66) 1632(69} 
Construction 459(21) 381(19) 260(16) 361 (15) 378(16} 
Machinery 262(12) 201 (10) 130(8) 192(8} 165(7) 
Transportation 153(7) 140(7) 97 (6) 120(5) 9s(4} 
Ordnance 44(2) 100(5) 49(3) 24 (1) 23(1) 
Other 131(6) 80(4) 82 (5) 120(5) 71(3) 

Total 2185(100) 2005(100) 1624(100) 2402(100) 2364(100) 

Source: USBOM, Minerals Yearbook, 1988 
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appliances and other products. It is interesting to note that 

growth in electrical end use has occured despite the 

substitution of aluminum in overhead power transmission lines, 

the development of microwave, digital and fiber optics 

technologies in telecommunication, and the downsizing of 

motors and switchgear. 

2.3 Delineation o~ Xmportant Copper Embodying Products 

The products to be analyzed fall into two broad 

categories: 

1. semimanufactured copper products, and 

2. final or manufactured .copper products 

The term 'copper products' includes those items which embody 

or contain copper in their composition. 

The semimanufactured products are: 

1. wire mill products: wire rods, base wire, insulated 

wire and cable. 

2. brass mill products: strip, sheet and plate; tube and 

pipe: rod and bar; and 

3. powder products. 

Data on US imports/exports of wire mill, brass mill and powder 

products are available from the Copper Development Association 

annual reports (CDA). Alternatively, detailed information on 

these imports and exports are compiled by the US Department of 

Comme~ce, Bureau of the Census, in annual reports (for 
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imports, FT 246 series; for exports, FT 410 series). It is 

thus possible to estimate the net copper imports embodied in 

traded mill and powder products. 

The manufactured and final copper-containing products 

comprise an array of items. Literally thousands of items can 

be listed which contain copper in their composition. It is not 

possible to analyze all the copper-containing/embodying 

products. Instead, only those products which contain 

significant amounts of copper and which are imported/exported 

in significant amounts are analyzed for their respective 

copper content. 

The relevant copper-embodying manufactured products 

classified according to SIC category are~ 

SIC Sector 

36 Electrical and electronics 

364 Construction 

35 Machinery 

37 Transportation 

Data on US imports/exports of these products are 

available from the US Department of Commerce (Bureau of the 

Census, FT 246, FT 410 series). In order to estimate the net 

imported copper embodied in these products, it is necessary to 

have information on the copper content of the respective 

products in each of the listed categories. Thus, for the 

electrical sector, which consists of a number of products such 
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as transformers, motors, generators and related products, it 

is necessary to have information on how much copper is 

actually embodied/contained in each of these products. 

Similarly, the copper content of the individual products for 

the other categories must be known. Unfortunately, no such 

data are publicly available. However, data on copper content 

for some products was obtained from the Copper Development 

Association " while for others an estimate was made. 

The relevant products in each of the subsectors are: 

Electrical and Electronic Equipment: sxe 36 
.. 

1. Electrical distributing equipment: transformers, 

signal generat~rs. 

2. Electrical industrial apparatus: motors, generators, 

contactors 

3. Miscellaneous· electrical equipment, supplies, and 

accesories: connectors, cranking motors, battery charging 

generators, alternators and regulators, household appliances, 

radios, TVs, and similar products. 

Machinery Equipment: sxe 35, 344 

1. Farm machinery: tractors, harvesters, sprayers, mowers 

2. Construction and industrial machinery: scrapers, 

excavators, graders, cranes, ditchers/trenchers 

3. Mining machinery: drills, draglines, boring machines, 

, Personal correspondence, Mr. William 
Development Association, August, 1989. 

Black, Copper 
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~ransportation Vebicles: SXC 37 

Passenger automobiles 

Trucks 

Buses 

2.4 copper Base Scrap: A Digression 
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The US is a major net exporter of copper in the form of 

copper base scrap (Table 2.2, Figure 2.1). The present study 

assumes that the copper embodied in net exports of scrap has 

already been consumed in previous periods and has, therefore, 

been accounted for in the domestic consumption statistics. 

conceptually, if the objective of the study was to estimate 

total economic use, or total absorption of copper in the us, 

then one would indeed need to consider the stock of the 

copper-embodying products and their respective lives (see 

Roberts, 1985). In such a case, accounting for the copper 

embodied in copper base scrap and the copper in old products 

(such as bridges and automobiles) which are still delivering 

service, is desirable. However, if the objective is to 

estimate the net embodied copper imported into the US in the 

form of finished and semifinished products, then such an 

accounting may not be necessary. 



Table 2.2 Het U.S. Copper Exports as Copper-Base Scrap 
(000 short tons) 

Year Total Copper Exported 

1965 63 
1970 79 
1975 84 
1980 121. 
1.985 1.94 

Source: Copper Supply and Consumption, CDA (Annual) 
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Figure 2.1 Net Embodied copper Exported As Copper-Base scrap 
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For comparison, another approach is to consider the 

copper base scrap as a traded product, just like an automobile 

or a refrigerator. This approach assumes that trade in scrap 

constitutes trade in embodied copper. Thus the net embodied 

copper exported in the form of copper base scrap must be 

accounted for in addition to the net copper imported in the 

form of semifinished and finished products discussed earlier. 

The impact on domestic copper consumption of 

excluding/including trade in copper base scrap is shown in 

Table 4.~ 

It should be noted that the concept of scrap (and stock) 

is not applicable to sulfur and most of the sulfur/sulfuric 

acid using,! embodying products. This is because the sulfur 

values in major sulfur-using/embodying products, especially 

phosphatic fertilizers, are generally consumed almost entirely 

in the year of application with no appreciable stock left 

over. Even though, in the case of fertilizers for practical 

purposes the remains of the fertilizer applied this year may 

still be left in the field until next year, it is assumed that 

such concentrations are small, decline over time, and can be 

safely ignored. This is in sharp contrast to the metal

embodying products which deliver their services for a period 

of more than one year (for details on this concept see 

Roberts, 1985). 
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2.5 Limitations and Key Assumptions 

The total copper embodied in us imports and exports of 

intermediate and final products is primarily dependent on two 

factors: 

1. the magnitude (number of units, or total tonnage) of 

the relevant imported and exported items, and 

2. the per-unit copper content of the specific 

imports/ exports. 

The available data on the copper content of the specific 

imported/exported items of each of the product categories -

electrical, industrial, construction, machinery, 

transportation, and major household appliances - are not 

complete in two aspects. First, the available data do not 

cover all the years of this study (1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, and 

1985). For some categories, (e.g., the electrical sector) the 

per unit copper content of the products are available for the 

years 1980, and 1985 only (Table 2.6), while for the 

construction, industrial, and machinery items, the copper 

content data are for 1976 only (Table 2.12). Copper content 

data for the major household appliances cover the 1975-1980 

period (Table 2.9). For the transportation sector, data on 

copper content of domestically built automobiles are available 

from different sources. Among these are work done by Ness 

(1984), Eggert (1986), Gjostein (1986), and CDA (1989). Most 

of these studies, with the exception of the CDA report, 
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indicate that the copper content of a domestically built 

automobile has declined over the 1975-1985 period. The 

downsizing of the domestic passenger cars, coupled with the 

gradual substitution of copper by aluminum in the radiators 

may reinforce and substantiate such a claim. Eggert (1986) 

also provided copper content data of four typical Japanese 

imports, model years 1980-1985, (Honda Accord, Datsun 210, 

Toyota Tercel, and Nissan Sentra). These averaged 24.8 pounds 

of copper per automobile. These were proxied as us passenger 

car imports for the 1980-1985 period. 

Due to the incomplete nature of the available per-unit 

copper content data of the various products examined, and to 

be able to estimate the copper embodied in us imports and 

exports of these products, the following assumptions were 

made: 

1. for the electrical products: prior to and including 

1980, the estimation of copper embodied in the traded products 

utilizes the 1980 data, while the 1985 data is used to 

estimate the corresponding embodied copper in the 1985 

imports/ exports, 

2. for the major household appliances: since the 

available per-unit copper content data cover the 1975-1980 

period, these values are employed for all the years of this 

study (1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, and 1985), 

3. for the construction, industrial, and machinery items: 
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the available 1976 product copper content data are used for 

all the years of this study (1965 - 1985), 

4. for the transportation sector: with respect to the US 

built passenger cars, the available. copper content data are 

for the 1975, and 1980 model years (Ness, 1984). It is assumed 

that most of the US passenger car exports are of full size; 

compared to the compacts and/or subcompacts. According to 

Ness, a 1975 model full size American automobile contained 40 

pounds of copper: this declined to 35 pounds of copper by 

1980. Thus, prior to and including 1975, the 40 pounds of 

copper per exported automobile is used, while for later years 

(1980, 1985) the 1985 data - 35 pounds of copper per exported 

car - is employed. 

For US passenger car imports, it should be noted that 

prior to 1975, the Japanese share of the total US car import 

market was not very significant (Tables 2.3, 2.4). Only after 

the mid- to late 1970s did the Japanese car imports to the US 

became important. Thus, it is evident that the European cars 

were a major share of the total US car imports for the period 

prior to 1975. It is also assumed that the average European 

car import of the 1965-1975 period had a copper content of 

about 35 pounds per car, comparable to a 1980 full size US

built passenger car. For the 1980-1985 US car imports, since 

a major portion of these were Japanese, the available copper 

content data represented by the four Japanese imports 



Table 2.3 New Passenger Car Imports to the US by principal Sources(a) (000 of units) 

Canada other PrinciDal Sources 
Total 

Sub- Sub- principal All 
Year (1) (2) Total Japan Germ. Ital. UK Sweda Belg. Fran. Total Sources other Total 

1965 33 33 26 377 10 67 26 * 27 530 563 * 1970· 691 2 693 381 675 43 76 58 51 37 1321 2013 * 1975 727 7 734 696 370 102 67 52 38 16 1341 2075 * 1980 59 4 595 199 339 47 33 61 * 47 2519 3113 3 
1985 114 5 1145 2527 473 9 24 143 10 43 3229 4374 24 

(a) Excludes passenger cars assembled in US Foreign Trade Zone. 
(1) APTA Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965. 
(2) Non-APTA 
* Less than 1000 units 

Source: Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, World Motor Vehicle Data (1987) 

564 
2013 
2075 
3116 
4398 

W 
\0 
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Table 2.4 Japanese Sbare of Total US passenqer Car Xmports 
(Percent) 

Year Japanese Non-Japanese 

~965 4.5 95.5 
~970 ~8.9 8~.~ 

~975 33.5 66.5 
1980 63.9 36.~ 

~985 57.5 42.5 

Source: Table 2.3 
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(mentioned above) are used. 

Secondly, the availa~le product copper content data do 

not cover or include all of the different products which are 

imported/exported. For instance, in the case of the 

transportation sector, passenger automobiles are an important 

traded item. Different types and models of cars are imported 

and exported (e.g., Ford Thunderbird, Cadillac Seville, 

Mercedez Benz, Honda Accord). However, no copper content data 

by specific carline and model are available. For this reason, 

an approximate value - a 'typical US built' automobile is used 

to proxy the exports, while the average of four Japanese 

imports proxy the imported passenger cars. In the other 

sectors (electrical, household appliances, industrial, 

construction, and machinery) the traded products for which no 

per unit copper content data were available, assumption were 

made to 'match' them with what is already available in terms 

of the copper content data. Major assumptions in this regard 

include: 

Products for which no data are available corresponding 
'match' 

Electrical: 
Motor generators and 
rotating converters 
Specialty transformers 
50-10000 KVA transformers 

AC+DC motors, >200HP 
Transformers <500 KVA 
35% are 500-10000 KVA 
65% are <500KVA 



Products for which no data are available Corresponding 
'match' 

Household appliances: 
AC type A, B 

Construction, Industrial, Machinery 
Planting, fertilizing, and 
seeding machines 

Haying machines 
Cultivators and weeders 
Harvesting machines 
Farm wagons and carts 
Off-highway tractors 
Drilling machines 
Boring machines } 
Combination drilling/boring/ } 
milling machines } 

Grinding machines } 
Milling machines } 
Machines for sorting, washing } 
earth or mineral substances } 

Mineral crushing, grinding, } 
pulverizing screening, and } 
washing machines-portable } 

Mineral screening and vibrating 
machinery, and 
trommels-stationary 

vertical boring and turning 
mills, incl. 
vertical turret lathes 

unitary AC 

items: 

Ditchers/trenchers 
Ditchers/trenchers 
Mowers 
Harvesters 
Mowers 
Mechanical trucks 
Drills 

continuous mining 
machines 

Mechanical trucks 

Electric forklifts 
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2.6 EValuation of Net Copper Embo4ied in Trade4 Products 

The estimation of the net copper imported in the form of 

the different copper-embodying products is based on the 

relationship: 

Net copper imported as product (A) = 

Net import of A (units) x copper content of A/unit 

The unit is a relevant measure, either in numbers (for example 
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automobiles, refrigerators) or as a weight measure (for 

example, tons of wire mill or brass mill products). 

A. Net Embodied Copper Zmported As Semimanufactured Products: 

The traded semimanufactured copper products include wire 

mill, brass mill, and powder products. According to the Copper 

Development Association (personal communication from Mr. 

William Black, April 1990), the percentage composition of 

copper, by weight, in these products is: 

1. For US exports: 

Wire mill products = 100% copper 

Brass mill products = 79% copper 

Powder products = 90% copper 

2. For US imports: 

Wire mill products = 100% copper 

Brass mill products = 83% copper 

Powder products = 90% copper. 

Hutchison and Tilton (1987), assumed that copper constituted 

67% of the weight of brass mill and powder mill products (net 

imports). For US exports of wire mill products, 75% were 

assumed to be pure copper, and 25% to be alloy, and copper was 

assumed to constitute 67% of the weight of alloy wire mill 

products. By using the CDA approximations for the copper 

content of mill and powder products, plus the trade data on 

semimanufactured products (Tables 2.5A, 2.5B), it is possible 

to estimate the net embodied copper imported in the form of-
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Table 2.5 Net Embodied Copper Imported and Exported As Mill Products 

A. US Imports of mill products (copper content, millions of pounds) 

Imported As: 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Wire mill products 38.4 37.4 32.7 46.1 119.7 
Brass mill products 125.0 137.0 136.5 205.9 399.3 
Powder products 2.3 2.1 1.4 1.8 2.3 

Total ImDorts: 165.7 176.5 170.6 253.8 521.3 

B. US Exports of mill products (copper content, millions of pounds) 

Exported As: 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Wire mill products 39.6 42.8 87.9 153.7 121.8 
Brass mill products 18.3 21.4 42.2 125.6 56.6 
Powder products 1.7 2.7 2.3 3.5 2.3 

Total Exports: 59.6 66.9 132.4 282.8 180.7 

C. Net Copper Imported As Mill Products (copper content, short tons) 

Year Imoorts_ _ _____ __ _Exoorts Net Imoorts 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 

82850 
88250 
85300 

126900 
260650 

29800 
33450 
66200 

141400 
90350 

53050 
54800 
19100 

-14500 
170300 

Source: Import/Export data of mill products: copper Supply and consumption, COA, Annua1. 
~ 
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these products. Table 2.5C shows thes~ results. 

B. Het Embodied Copper Xmported As Electrical and Electronic 

Xtems: 

Data on the copper content of the various electrical and 

electronic products are given in Table 2.6. The US imports and 

exports of the electrical products are shown in Tables 2.7A 

and 2. 7B. The implied copper contained in these traded 

products is shown in Tables 2.8A and 2.8B. 

C. Net Embodied Copper Xmported As Maj or Household Appliances: 

Data on the copper content of the major household 

products is shown in Table 2.9. The US imports and expo~ts of 

these products are given in Tables 2.10A and 2.10B. The 

implied copper contained in the imported and exported major 

household appliances is given in Tables 2.11A and 2.11B.' 

D. Net Embodied Copper Xmported As Farm Vehicles, Construction 

and Xndustrial Machinery, and Mininq Machinery: 

Data on the copper content of farm machinery , 

construction and industrial machinery, and mining machinery is 

given in Table 2.12. The US imports and exports of these farm, 

construction, industrial, and mining machinery are shown in 

Tables 2.13A and 2.13B. The implied embodied copper imported 

and exported in the form of these products is given in Tables 

2.14A and 2.14B. 

E. Het Embodied Copper Xmported As Transportation Vehicles: 

The transportation vehicles considered are comprised of 
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Table 2.6 Copper Content of Electrical/Electronic Products (pounds of copper) 

Item CODDer content/item 

1980 1985 
Transformers: 

<500 KVA 75.6 78.3 
500-10000 KVA 1620.0 1710.0 
>10000KVA 9720.0 10350.0 

Generator sets: 
50-200 KW 124.2 130.7 
200.1-600 KW 432.9 455.7 
600.1-1000 KW 1078.2 1134.9 
Large turbine generators 17550.0 18473.7 

Motors: 
AC motors: 
Fractional HP 1.125 1.215 
1-5 HP 4.23 4.59 
5.1-20 HP 12.15 13.05 
21-100 HP 24.30 25.20 
101-200 HP 78.3 80.1 
>200 HP 364.5 369.0 
DC motors: 
Fractional HP 0.45 0.45 
1-5 HP 8.1 8.1 
5.1-20 HP 36.0 36.0 
21-200 HP 108.0 108.0 
>200 HP 261.0 261.0 

Alternator - passenger car 1.53 1.62 
Alternator - trucks and buses 2.97 2.29 
Starter motor - passenger car 1. 71 1.80 
Starter motor - trucks and buses 3.42 3.42 

Source: Mr. William Black (Copper Development Association) ~ 
0\ 
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Table 2.7A US Imports of Electrical/Electronic Items (in number of units) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Transformers: 
1-50 KVA 2390788 566262 334573 7383293 4708195 
50-10000 KVA 241740 20180 21873 {see next four categories} 
50-100 KVA { } 33261 10986 
100-500 KVA { included with the } 3629 10829 
500-2500 KVA { 50-10000 KVA category } 2527 1328 
2500-10000 KVA { } 198 408 
>10000 KVA 38542 1055 411 117 252 

Generator sets: 
Diesel engine: 
<400 KW nil nil nil 64 1412 

400-1000 KW nil nil nil 58 46 
>10000 KW nil nil nil 9 16 
Gasoline engine: 
<5 KW nil nil nil 14294 76465 
>5 KW nil nil nil 209 3016 
Others nil nil nil 11936 3227 

Generators: 
<10000 KW 81036 46261 27280 57853 94902 
10000-40000 KW 278 975 130 6068 160 
>40000 KW 10 39 69 30 55 

Motor generators and rotating converters 
4102 8543 213382 564318 621321 

Motors and generators, not elsewhere specified 
131768 198484 nil nil nil 

.r::. 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Motors: 
Fractional HP 39572926 26998684 29313074 { see AC, DC, Others } 

AC { } 8356609 12594765 
DC { included with Fractional HP } 32056001 61491852 
Others { } 3207277 5940414 

1-20 HP 40392 132486 167631 { see AC, Others } 
AC { } 357049 717779 
Others { included with 1-20 HP category } 154786 430142 

20-200 HP 7556 17454 36530 { see AC, Others } 
AC { } 30358 23251 
Others { included with 20-200 HP category } 8136 13485 

>200 HP 2496 1269 2670 { see AC, Others } 

AC { } 3194 959 
Others { included with >200 HP category } 16980 1500 

Motor starters and contactors: 
nil nil nil nil 2800502 

Generators, alternators and regulators for internal combustion engines: 
83030 258640 182348 964670 2066289 

starter motors for internal combustion engines 
61774 469431 316297 1264083 2800502 

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, US Imports, Series FT 246, 
various issues. 
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Table 2.7B US Exports of Electrical/Electronic Items (in number of units) 

Item 1965 .1910 1975 1980 1985 

Transformers: 
<500 KVA 21167 21208 59492 343223 399285 
500-10000 KVA 389 299 1040 5847 2862 
>10000 KVA 178 97 240 1032 26 
Specialty 57001 357549 321275 nil nil 

Generator sets: 
Gas/gasoline engine: 
<5 KW nil nil nil 21224 3318 
>5 KW nil nil nil 3941 1296 
Diesel engine: 
<400 KW nil nil nil 12419 4295 
400-1000 KW nil nil nil 2029 733 
>1000 KW nil nil nil 8955 114 

Generators: 
DC: 
<150 KW 2261 4722 10675 ( } 
>150 KW 279 410 1488 { see categories below } 

AC: 
<150 KW 4266 11883 6733 { }" 
>150 KW 573 505 570 { see categories below} 

<400 KW { } 53060 28511 
400-10000 I<W { } 2391 1532 
10000-40000 KW { } 742 518 
>40000 KW { see categories above } 366 3079 

.s:o. 
\0 



Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Motor generators and rotating converters: 
9941 25897 17882 41963 43550 

Motors: 
Fractional HP 764952 2049218 4487136 ( see AC, DC, Others ) 

AC ( ) 4939184 3936423 
DC ( included with Fractional HP ) 3175819 7004942 

Others ( ) 1895984 1893276 

1-20 HP: 
AC 18561 42144 145839 207313 158263 
DC 15529 245780 46063 111036 52398 

20-200 HP: 
AC 1827 3007 7455 18502 8625 
DC 2423 3861 8259 8479 7921 

>200 HP 368 265 730 1411 587 
DC 366 493 431 1301 982 

Motor starters and contactors: 
600V or less 209993 163618 294608 1649241 1362381 
>600 V 15227 15173 36002 15293 17631 
DC all types 5336 8889 19765 41412 19419 

,Generators, alternators and regulators for internal combustion engines: 
nil 1796717 3091941 1700710 1757921 

starter motors for internal combustion engines 
557018 846661 1065799 921842 1961509 

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, US Exports, Series FT 410, 
various issues 

U1 
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Table 2.8A Embodied Copper Imported as Electrical and Electronic Products 
(short tons) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 

Transformers: 

1985 

1-50 KVA 9037.2 2140.5 1264.7 27908.8 18432.6 
50-10000 KVA 172377.6 14389.8 15609.9 {see next two categories} 
<500 KVA { } 
500-10000KVA {included with the 50-10000 KVA category} 
>10000 KVA 187314.1 5127.3 1997.5 

Generator sets: 
Diesel engine: 
<400 KW { nil } 
400-1000 KW { nil } 
>10000 KW { nil } 
Gasoline engine: 
<5 KW { nil } 
>5 KW { nil } 
others { nil } 

Generators: 
<10000 KW 69898.4 39902.9 23530.7 
10000-40000 KW 749.3 2628.1 350.4 
>40000 KW 175.5 684.5 1211.0 

Motor generators and rotating converters 
1282.6 2671.8 66735.2 

1394.4 
2207.3 
568.6 

5.4 
15.4 
79.0 

30.2 
1.3 

72.5 

49901. 7 
16356.3 

526.5 

176490.5 

854.1 
1484.3 
1304.1 

126.7 
12.8 

147.8 

175.5 
19.7 
21.1 

86163.4 
454.0 

1016.1 

195716.1 

U1 
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Item 1965 ______ 19-'10 1975 1980 1985 

Motors and generators, not elsewhere specified 
24014.7 36173.7 { nil 

Motors: 
Fractional HP 8903.9 6074.7 6595.4 { see AC, DC, Others 

AC { } 4700.6 7651. 3 
DC { included with Fractional HP } 7212.6 13835.7 
Others { } 721.6 1336.6 

1-20 HP 165.4 542.5 687.6 { see AC, Others 
AC ~ } 1462.1 3165.5 
Others { included with 1-20 HP } 3099.5 4742.3 

20-200 HP 142.9 331.6 690.4 { see AC, Others 
AC ( ) 573.7 452.5 
Others ( included with 20-200 HP ) 439.3 728.2 

>200 HP 325.7 165.6 348.4 { see AC, Others 
AC ( } 582.1 176.9 
Others { included with >200 HP } 2215.9 195.8 

Motor starters and contactors: , 
( nil ) 2520.5 

Generators, alternators and regulators for internal combustion engines: 
63.5 197.9 139.5 738.0 1673.7 

starter motors for internal combustion engines 
52.8 401.4 270.4 1080.8 2520.5 

Source: Tables 2.6, 2.7A 

} 

} 

} 

} 

} 
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Table 2.8B Embodied Copper Exported as Electrical and Electronic Products 

Item 1965 

Transformers: 
<500 KVA 800.1 
500-10000 KVA 315.1 
>10000 KVA 865.1 

Specialty 2154.6 

Generator sets: 
Gas/gasoline engine: 
<5 KW 
>5 KW 
Diesel engine: 
<400 KW 
400-1000 KW 
>1000 KW 

Generators: 
DC: 
<150 KW 

>150 KW 

AC: 
<150 KW 
>150 KW 
<400 KW 
400-10000 KW 
10000-40000 KW 
>40000 KW 

nil 
nil 

nil 
nil 
nil 

140.4 

34.7 

264.9 
71.2 

{ 
{ 
{ 
{ 

(short tons) 
1970 1975 1980 1985 

801.7 2248.8 12973.8 15632.0 
242.2 842.4 4736.1 2447.0 
471.4 1166.4 5015.5 134.6 

13515.4 12144.2 nil nil 

nil nil 44.9 7.6 
nil nil 23.9 8.5 

nil nil 1058.7 385.4 
nil nil 537.4 204.4 
nil nil 78580.1 1053.0 

293.2 662.9 { } 

50.9 184.8 { see categories below } 

{ } 
737.9 418.1 { } 

62.7 70.8 { } 
} 4523.5 2558.1 

see categories above } 3587.1 2419.3 
} 2000.1 1469.7 
} 6423.3 56880.5 

U1 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 

Motor generators and rotating converters: 
3109.0 8099.3 5592.6 

Motors: 
Fractional HP: 172.1 461.1 1009.6 

AC { 
DC { included with Fractional HP 
Others { 

1-20 HP: 
AC 76.0 
DC 171.1 

20-200 HP: 
AC 34.5 
DC 130.8 

>200 HP: 
AC 67.1 
DC 47.8 

Motor starters and contactors: 
600V or less } 
>600 V } 
DC all types} 197.1 

172.6 597.2 
2709.7 507.9 

56.8 140.9 
208~5 446.0 

48.3 133.0 
64.3 56.2 

160.5 299.6 

1980 1985 

13123.9 13718.3 

{ see AC, DC, Others 
} 2778.3 2391. 4 
} 714.6 1576.1 
} 426.6 426.0 

848.9 697.9 
1224.1 577.7 

349.7 167.9 
457.9 427.7 

257.2 108.3 
169.8 128.2 

1458.6 1196.5 

Generators, alternators and regulators for internal combustion engines: 
nil 1374.5 2365.3 1377.6 1423.9 

starter motors for internal combustion engines 
476.3 723.9 911.3 788.2 1765.4 

Source: Tables 2.6, 2.7B 

} 
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Table 2.9 Copper Content of Home Appliances (pounds of copper) 

Item Copper content/item 

water heaters: 
Electric 
Gas & oil 

Electric ranges 
Gas ranges 
Refrigerators 
Microwaves 
Washing machines 
Freezers 
Dryers 
Dishwashers 
Color TVs 
B&W TVs 
Radios 
Amplifier/tuner/receiver 
Phonographs 
Loudspeakers 
Calculators 
Video Tape Recorders 
Telephone sets 
Unitary AC 
Room AC 

(1975 - 1980) 

0.72 
0.72 
0.81 
0.81 
5.22 
4.95 
2.79 
5.22 
2.61 
3.42 
1.98 
1.08 
0.36 
2.79 
1.89 
0.45 
0.18 
2.70 
0.27 

45.09 
12.42 

Source: Mr. William Black (Copper Development Association) 

01 
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Table 2.10A US Imports of Major Household Appliances (in number of units) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Room AC 38869 132498 46546 35558 259212 
Unitary AC nil nil 42134 67898 224386. 
Electric ranges nil nil nil nil . 471776 
Gas ranges nil nil nil nil 8059968 
Microwave nil nil 214652 835932 12680683 
Refrigerator 245781 935166 1228398 788628 1360849 
Freezer nil nil 52902 42977 110351 
Washing machine 8082 38783 24085 65884 86066 
Dryer nil nil 1433 3131 14637 
Color TV nil 913980 1214664 1311603 8343629 
B&W TV 1048282 3595630 2974622 5690051 4742735 

. Radios 19350820 30959929 26823344 28105604 54140193 
Amplifier/tuner/receiver: 

15695311 15632770 4722817 10515875 4631863 
Phonograph 636437 1900107 4463326 4261 663471 
Loudspeakers 11758576 30802319 34932259 74705019 61772624 
Calculator nil 1291869 16147042 30923134 47652770 
Video tape recorder nil nil 39829 939748 92404 
Telephone instrmnts. nil nil 8611 2303373 18193276 

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, US Imports, Series FT 246, 
various issues. 
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Table 2.10B US Exports of Major Household Appliances (in number of units) 

Item 1965 

water heater: 
Electric 19005 
Gas & oil nil 

Room AC 228424 
Unitary AC 53155 
AC type A * nil 
AC type B @ nil 
Electric ranges 13575 
Gas ranges nil 
Microwave nil 
Refrigerator 172366 
Freezer 36227 
Washing machine 102622 
Dryer . 15677 
Dishwasher 52375 
Color TV nil 
B&W TV 168274 
Radios 252474 
Phonograph 54773 
Loudspeakers 345603 
Calculator 40487 
Video tape recorder 931 
Telephone instruments: 

67987 

1970 

nil 
39720 

306979 
47389 

nil 
nil 

20080 
nil 
nil 

134462 
15323 
88915 
34320 
49631 
50857 
75317 

265793 
60041 

nil 
34224 

2913 

60708 

1975 

nil 
95589 
569292 

92063 
nil 
nil 

43051 
81712 
31139 

250380 
30452 

155669 
75938 

176253 
140766 

91141 
434958 
157380 

nil 
1159249 

3073 

64224 

1980 

61039 
138006 
805869 
123114 

nil 
nil 

109471 
nil 

96619 
391017 

53570 
205570 

63609 
136621 
787638 
168857 
677898 
135584 

4561511 
810995 

7056 

421378 

* AC capable of heating and cooling: 60000 BTU/hr and less 
@ AC capable of heating and cooling: 60000 BTU/hr and more 

1985 

54573 
nil 

110249 
15784 
22725 

3996 
39674 

nil 
189815 
189674 

17023 
127233 

57622 
36528 

266853 
100699 
585260 

59429 
5263514 

225589 
28199 

717978 

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, US Exports, Series FT 410, 
various issues. 
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Table 2.11A Embodied Copper Imported as Major Household Appliances (short tons) 

Item 1965 1970 

Room AC 241.4 822.8 
Unitary AC nil nil 
Electric ranges nil nil 
Gas ranges nil n:U 
Microwave nil nil 
Refrigerator 641.5 2440.8 
Freezer nil nil 
Washing machine 11.3 54.1 
Dryer nil nil 
Color TV nil 904.8 
B&W TV 566.1 1797.8 
Radios 3483.2 5572.8 
Amplifier/tuner/receiver: 

21895.0 21807.7 
Phonograph 601.4 1795.6 
Loudspeakers 2645.7 6930.5 
Calculators nil 116.3 
Video tape recorder nil nil 
Telephone instrmnts. nil nil 

Source: Tables 2.9, 2.10A 

1975 

289.1 
949.9 
nil 
nil 

531.3 
3206.1 
138.1 

33.6 
1.9 

1202.5 
1606.3 
4828.2 

6588.3 
4217.8 
7859.8 
1453.2 

53.8 
1.2 

1980 

220.8 
1530.8 

nil 
nil 

2068.9 
2058.3 
112.2 
91.9 
4.1 

1298.5 
3072.6 
5059.0 

14669.7 
4.0 

16808.6 
2783.1 
1268.7 
311.0 

1985 

1609.7 
5058.8 
191.1 

3264.3 
31384.7 

3551. 8 
288.0 
120.1 
19.1 

8260.2 
2561.1 
9745.2 

6461.5 
627.0 

13898.8 
4288.8 
124.8 

2456.1 

CJl 
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Table 2.11B Embodied Copper Exported as Major Household Appliances (short tons) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Wat~r heater: 
Electric 6.8 nil nil 22.0 19.6 
Gal; & oil nil 14.3 34.4 49.7 nil 

Room AC 1418.5 1906.3 3535.3 5004.5 684.7 
Uni'tary AC 1198.4 1068.4 2075.6 2775.6 355.9 
AC 'type A * nil nil nil nil 512.3 
AC type B @ nil nil nil nil 90.1 
Electric ranges 5.5 8.1 17.4 44.3 16.1 
Gas ranges nil nil 33.1 nil nil 
Microwave nil nil 77.1 239.1 469.8 
Refrigerator 449.9 351.0 653.5 1020.6 495.1 
Freezer 94.6 40.0 79.5 139.8 44.4 
Washing machine 143.2 124.0 217.2 286.8 177.5 
Dryer 20.5 44.8 99.1 83.0 75.2 
Dishwasher 89.6 84.9 301.4 233.6 62.5 
Color TV nil 50.4 139.4 779.8 264.2 
B&W TV 90.9 40.7 49.2 91.2 54.4 
Radios 45.5 47.8 78.3 122.0 105.4 
Phonograph 51.8 56.7 148.7 128.1 56.2 
Loudspeakers 77.8 nil nil 1026.3 1184.3 
Calculators 3.6 3.1 104.3 73.0 20.3 
Video tape recorder 1.3 3.9 4.2 9.5 38.1 
Telephone instruments: 

9.2 8.2 8.7 56.9 96.9 
* AC capable of heating and cooling: 60000 BTU/hr and less 
@ AC capable of heating and cooling: 60000 BTU/hr and more 
Source: Tables 2.9, 2.10 
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Table 2.12 Copper Content of Farm Vehicles, Construction and Industrial Items and 
Mining Vehicles (pounds of copper) 

Item CODDer content/item 

Farm Vehicles: 
Tractors 
Combines 
Sprayers 
Harvesters 
Balers and Bale Wagons 
Mowers 
Construction & Industrial Vehicles: 
Scrapers 
Excavators 
Graders 
Log skidders 
Tracktype tractor 
Tractor shovel loader 
Track shovel loader 
Cranes 
Ditchers/trenchers 
Rollers 
Pavers 
Electric forklifts 
Mining Vehicles: 
Drills 
Walking draglines 
continuous mining machines 
Mechanical trucks 

(1976) 

56.7 
64.8 
50.4 
63.9 
49.5 
36.9 

171.0 
95.4 
92.7 
52.2 

141.3 
95.4 

141.3 
87.3 
51.3 
52.2 
46.8 

124.2 

14692.5 
94567.5 

599.4 
3613.5 

Source: Mr. William Black (Copper Development Association) 
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Table 2.13A US Imports of Farm vehicles, Construction and Industrial Machinery, and 
Mining Vehicles (in number of units) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Farm vehicles: 
Planting, fertilizing, and seeding machines: 

14752 19024 30472 31476 39976 
Haying machines 11614 9325 10294 9183 7661 
Tractors: 

<20 HP nil nil nil 16995 29683 
20-30 HP nil nil nil 17396 23878 
30-40 HP 646 2925 3554 9435 13039 
40-80 HP 5229 10772 18808 24757 34392 
80-100 HP nil nil nil 6396 3318 
100 HP and over nil nil nil 2211 2301 
Others nil nil nil 1960 1830 
Agricultural 805 6455 4132 12887 25123 

Harvesters nil nil nil nil 10312 
Mowers, ex. lawn 11718 9203 12028 17912 56482 
Cultivators and weeders: 

13540 13379 30219 16854 12370 
Harvesting machines: 

18775 20217 29591 17667 10312 
Farm wagons and carts: 

11124 13123 11619 10829 4571 
Construction & Industrial items: 
Scrapers 68 nil nil nil nil 
Excavators nil nil nil nil 7292 
Tracklaying tractor 427 1266 912 691 1453 
Off-hwy tractors nil nil nil 204 4850 
Powered industrial trucks, including forklifts, operator walking: 

nil nil nil nil 2492 
Electric powered industrial trucks, operator riding: 

nil nil nil nil 8494 
0'1 
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Item. 1965 1970 1975 

Gas powered industrial trucks, operator riding: 
nil nil nil 

Powered industrial trucks, opeartor riding: 
nil nil nil 

Work trucks, forklifts self propelled: 
nil nil nil 

Tractor shovel 
loader nil nil 1010 

Excavating, levelling, boring, and extracting machines: 
nil 1883 nil 

Mining vehicles: 
Metalcutting drilling machines: 

1864 5690 
Boring mach. 394 301 

11754 
640 

Combination drilling/boring machines: 
664 1492 1881 

Combination drilling, boring, and milling machines: 
nil 414 1520 

Drilling machines 
Mining vehicles 
Grinding machines 
Automatic chucking 

nil nil 664 
nil nil nil 

2817 5425 5641 

machines 427 
Milling machines 1128 
Machine for sorting, washing 

603 

867 427 
2047 2567 

earth or mineral SUbstance: 
1199 4200 

1980 

nil 

nil 

13470 

4182 

9421 

2424 
4561 

1627 

1530 
1492 
nil 

4254 

867 
17053 

3185 

1985 

27680 

11780 

nil 

14052 

17214 

3785 
2378 

1867 

845 
1867 

392 
2775 

370 
7263 

21057 

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, US Imports, Series FT 246, 
various issues. 
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Table 2.13B US Exports of Farm Vehicles, construction and Industrial Machinery, and 
Mining Vehicles (in number of units) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 

Farm vehicles: 
Planting machines 8220 6867 8254 6355 
Fertilizing machines 

32484 94872 54077 29063 
Seeding machines 6847 7484 43091 14461 
Haying machines 3184 2886 4360 7555 

Wheel tractors: 
9-35 max. PTO HP 5857 2612 9488 3871 

35-40 max. PTO HP 2775 2030 4514 1401 
40-50 max. PTO HP 6995 858 886 1533 
50-60 max. PTO HP 4246 2796 2850 1395 
60-70 max. PTO HP 8628 886 3263 3685 
70-80 max. PTO HP 2354 1304 1573 7039 
80-90 max. PTO HP 4583 1313 2096 2546 
90-100 max. PTO HP 2527 2875 3176 1437 
100 and over 1591 2150 17669 3153 

Garden type 12384 30787 103730 35065 

Combines 9144 1985 7826 9323 
Sprayers 38004 41808 122220 159951 
Harvesters 3924 4795 16052 6146 
Balers/Bale 

wagons 8882 5162 12776 15643 
Mowers, ex. lawn 8302 4467 4987 3032 
Harvesting mach. 7853 6402 26613 12860 

1985 

3340 

4580 
8599 
2722 

669 
798 
818 

1164 
760 

1741 
1264 
1409 
1793 

12549 

4771 
nil 

1655 

4387 
11253 

5369 

0'1 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Construction & Industrial items: 
Scrapers 2512 1438 2041 1799 159 
Graders 2171 1971 4539 4581 1038 
Log skidders nil nil 426 999 334 

Track1aying tractors: 
<60 Net enc)ine HP 1553 939 672 374 202 
60-90 HP 2289 1576 1322 . 833 315 
90-130 HP 2338 1272 952 596 122 
130-200 HP 2624 2130 2628 1018 244 
200 HP and over 2034 2504 4382 4240 1080 

Integral tractor shovel loaders, wheel type, 2-whee1 drive: 
1259 2006 4567 392 251 

Integral tractor shovel loaders, wheel type, 4-wheel drive, (cubic yd. bkt. 
capacity): 
less than 1 124 639 2495 5852 3331 
1-1.5 353 210 505 555 99 
1.5-2 804 1320 781 644 148 
2-2.5 425 481 1186 8·71 207 
2.5-3.5 776 593 1553 811 238 
3.5 and over 760 1290 2092 3209 2972 

Integral tractor shovel loader, track1aying, (net engine HP): 
20-45 193 223 331 nil nil 
45-60 805 66 167 231 83 
60-90 463 423 325 275 98 
90 and over 2541 880 967 705 205 

Contractors off-hwy tractors, wheel type: 
<300 Net eng. HP 1582 1099 1700 677 107 
>300 HP 673 1420 1804 1148 204 

Tractors, wheel type: 
<80 Net eng. HP nil nil nil 1063 167 
80-100 HP nil nil nil 178 22 
>100 HP nil nil nil 247 126 

0'1 
of:> 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 

Construction, maintenance, and excavating machines: 
1609 976 2721 

Ditchers/trenchers 745 1157 1530 
Rollers 1614 1253 3833 

1980 

2611 
2536 
3873 

Powered industrial trucks, incl. forklifts, operator walking: 

1985 

1320 
973 
677 

1386 1450 4073 1685 721 
Electric powered industrial trucks, incl. forklifts, operator riding: 

925 663 2670 4285 2132 
Powered industrial trucks and tractors, NSPF*, operator riding: 

1919 1793 3190 3300 1124 
Gasoline powered industrial trucks, incl. forklifts, operator riding: 

2750 3101 5199 4597 1408 

Mining vehicles: 
Metalcutting drilling machines: 

7315 2316 860 
Horizontal boring-drilling-milling machines: 

183 135 
Vertical boring and turning mills, inc. 

126 141 
Grinding machines 4694 5172 

102 
vertical turret 

89 
1592 

782 435 

55 143 

Milling machines 988 779 
Boring and drilling machines for mining and 

1290 2146 

lathes: 
164 
617 
696 804 

construction: 
4184 3061 

170 
552 
449 

894 
Well drilling machines: 

286 96 653 2476 3422 
Walking draglines 48 nil nil 4 2 
Mining vehicles 109 24 66 455 130 
Mineral crushing, grinding, pulverizing, screening, and washing machines - portable: 

248 2383 3611 
Mineral crushing, pulverizing, and grinding machines, 

409 550 2416 

1587 1446 
stationary: 

1071 2205 
0'1 
U1 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Mineral screening and vibrating machinery, and trommels, stationary: 
nil 410 396 1027 574 

Pulverizers and grinders for minerals, portable: 
248 2383 3611 1587 141 

Mineral classifying, flotation, separating, and concentrating machines: 
1308 1409 1748 4590 1446 

* Not elsewhere specified 

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, US Exports, Series FT 410, 
various issues. 

0\ 
0\ 



Table 2.14A Embodied Copper Imported as Farm Vehicles, Construction and Industrial 
Machinery, and Mining Vehicles (short tons) 

Item 1965 1970 

Farm vehicles: 
Planting, fertilizing, and seeding machines: 

378.4 488.0 
Ha!ying machines 
Tr\actors: 

297.9 239.2 

<40 HP 
40-80 HP 
>80 HP 
Agricultural 

18.3 
249.4 
nil 
22.8 

Harvesters nil 
Mowers, ex. lawn 216.2 
Cultivators and weeders: 

249.8 
Harvesting machines: 

599.9 
Farm wagons and carts: 

205.2 

Construction & Industrial items: 

82.9 
513.8 
nil 

183.0 

nil 
169.8 

246.8 

645.9 

242.1 

Scrapers 5.8 nil 
Excavators nil nil 
Tracklayinq tractors 

30.2 89.4 
Off-hwy tractors nil nil 

1975 

781.6 
264.0 

100.8 
897.1 
291.9 
117.1 

nil 
221.9 

557.5 

945.4 

214.4 

nil 
nil 

64.4 
nil 

1980 

814.3 
235.5 

1242.5 
1180.9 

746.6 
365.3 

nil 
330.5 

311.0 

564.5 

199.8 

nil 
89.8 

48.8 
368.6 

1985 

1025.4 
196.5 

1887.1 
1640.5 

526.3 
7122.2 

329.5 
1042.1 

228.2 

329.5 

84.3 

nil 
824.8 

102.7 
8762.7 

0\ 
-.I 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 

Powered industrial trucks, including forklifts, operator walking: 
Electric powered industrial trucks, operator riding: 
Gas powered industrial trucks, operator riding: 
Powered industrial trucks, operator riding: 
Work trucks, forklifts self propelled: 

nil nil nil 836.5 

Tractor shovel 
loader nil nil 48.2 

Excavating, levelling, 
nil 

boring, and extracting machines: 
89.8 nil 

Mining vehicles: 
Metalcutting drilling machines: 

81.4 248.4 
Boring mach. 118.1 90.2 
Combination drilling/boring machines: 

513.1 
191.8 

199.0 447.2 563.7 
Combination drilling, boring, and milling machines: 

nil 124.1 455.5 
Mining vehicles nil nil nil 
Grinding machines 844.3 1625.9 1690.6 
Automatic chucking 

machines 128.0 
Milling machines 338.1 
Drilling machines nil 
Machine for sorting, washing 

180.7 

Source: Tables 2.12 and 2.13A 

259.8 
613.5 
nil 

earth or mineral 
359.3 

128.0 
769.3 

4877.9 
substance: 
1258.7 

199.5 

449.4 

105.8 
1366.9 

487.6 

458.5 
nil 

1274.9 

259.8 
5110.8 

10960.6 

954.5 

} 
} 
} 
} 
} 

1985 

3132.7 

670.3 

821.1 

165.2 
712.7 

559.5 

253.2 
117.5 
831.7 

110.9 
2176.7 

13715.4 

6310.8 

0-. 
00 
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Table 2.14B Embodied Copper Exported as Farm Vehioles, Construotion and Industrial 
Maohinery, and Mining Vehioles (short tons) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Farm vehioles: 
Planting maohines 210.8 176.1 211.7 163.0 85.0 
Fertilizing maohines 

833.2 2433.5 1387.1 745.5 117.5 
Seeding maohines 175.6 192.0 1105.3 370.9 220.6 
Haying maohines 81.7 74.0 111.8 193.8 69.8 

Wheel traotors: 
9-35 max. PTO HP} 

35-40 max. PTO HP} 443.0 155.9 422.7 193.0 64.8 
40-50 max. PTO HP} 
50-60 max. PTO HPJ 
60-70 max. PTO HP] 944.9 300.4 466.6 699.5 235.1 
70-80 max. PTO HPJ 
80-90 max. PTO HPJ 
90-100 max.PTO HP} 
100 and over } 290.9 355.1 1472.7 324.3 226.3 

Garden type 351.1 872.8 2940.7 99401 355.8 

Combines 296.3 64.3 253.6 302.1 154.6 
Sprayers 957.7 1053.6 3079.9 4030.8 nil 
Harvesters 125.4 153.2 512.9 196.·1 52.9 
Balers/Bale 

wagons 219.8 127.8 316.2 387.2 108.6 
Mowers, ex. lawn 153.2 82.4 92.0 55.9 207.6 
Harvesting maoh. 250.9 204.5 850.3 410.9 171.5 

0\ 
\0 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Construction & Industrial items: 
Scrapers 214.8 122.9 174.5 153.8 13.6 
Graders 100.6 91.4 210.4 212.3 48.1 
Log skidders nil nil 11.1 26.1 8.7 

Tracklaying tractors: 
<60 Net engine HP 44.0 26.6 19.1 10.6 5.7 
60-90 HP 109.2 75.2 63.1 39.7 15.2 
90-130 HP } 
130-200 HP } 494.3 417.3 562.5 413.6 102.2 
200 HP and over } 

Integral tractor shovel loaders, wheel type, 2-wheel drive: 
60.1 95.7 217.8 18.7 12.0 

Integral tractor shovel loaders, wheel type, 4-wheel drive, (cubic yd. bkt. 
capacity): 
less than 1 } 
1-1.5 } 
1.5-2 } 
2-2.5 } 154.6 216.2 410.8 569.6 333.7 
2.5-3.5 } 
3.5 and over } 

Integral tractor shovel loader, tracklaying, (net engine HP): 
20-45 } 
45-60 } 28.3 8.2 14.1 6.5 2.4 
60-90 22.1 20.2 15.5 13.1 4.7 
90 and over 179.5 62.2 68.3 49.8 14.5 

-..] 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 

contractors off-hwy tractors, wheel type: 
<300 Net eng. HP} 
300-500 HP } 159,3 
>500 HP } 

Tractors, wheel type: 
<80 Net eng. HP } 
80-100 HP } nil 

nil 
maintenance, 

>100 HP 
Construction, 

178.0 247.6 

nil nil 
nil nil 

and excavating machines: 

1980 

128.9 

59.2 
17.5 

76.7 
Ditchers/trenchers 19.1 
Rollers 42.1 
Powered industrial trucks, 

46.6 129.8 124.5 
29.7 39.2 65.0 
32.7 100.0 101.1 

incl. forklifts, operator walking: 

Electric powered industrial trucks, incl. forklifts, operator riding: 

Powered industrial trucks and tractors, operator riding: 

Gasoline powered industrial trucks, incl. forklifts, operator riding: 
433.5 435.1 939.7 861.1 

Mining vehicles: 
Metalcutting drilling :nachines: 

319.3 . 101.1 37.5 
Horizontal boring-drilling-milling machines: 

54.8 40.5 
vertical boring and turning mills, inc. 

7.8 8.8 
Grinding machines 1406.8 1550.0 
Milling machines 296.1 233.5 

30.6 
vertical turret 

5.5 
477.1 
241.0 

34.1 

16.5 
lathes: 

10.2 
184.9 
208.6 

1985 

22.0 

9.0 
8.9 

63.0 
25.0 
17.7 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 

334.4 

19.0 

42.9 

10.6 
165.4 
134.6 

-..I 
I-' 
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Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Boring and drilling machines for mining and construction: 
386.6 643.2 1253.9 917.4 267.9 

Walking dragiines 2269.9 nil nil 189.1 94.6 
Mining vehicles 32.7 7.2 19.8 136.4 39.0 
Mineral crushing, grinding, pulverizing, screening, and washing machines - portable: 

74.3 714.2 1082.2 475.6 433.4 
Mineral crushing, grinding, and pulverizing machinery, stationary: 

739.0 993.7 4365.1 1935.0 3983.9 
Mineral classifying, floatation, separating, and concentrating machines: 

392.0 422.3 523.9 1375.6 433.4 
Well drilling machines: 

2101.0 705.2 4797.1 18189.3 25138.9 
Mineral screening and vibrating machinery, and trommels, stationary: 

nil 740.8 715.5 1855.5 1037.1 

Source: Tables 2.12, 2.13B 

~ 
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passenger cars, trucks, and buses. Assumptions on the copper 

content of the imported and exported passenger cars have been 

described earlier. For trucks, three categories are in order. 

According to CDA, light trucks contain 38.3 pounds of copper, 

medium trucks have 42 pounds of copper, and heavy trucks 

embody 100 pounds of copper. Buses, on the other hand contain 

300 pounds of copper. For the US imports, the available data 

includes trucks and buses together. For the purpose of 

estimating the embodied copper imported in the form of trucks 

and buses, it is assumed that all imports are light trucks as 

the bus imports are negligible. For US exports, separate data 

are available for trucks and buses. It is assumed that the 

exported trucks are of medium size. 

Data on US imports and exports of passenger cars, trucks, 

and buses are given in Table 2.15. The implied net embodied 

copper imported in the form of transportation vehicles 

(passenger automobiles, trucks and buses) is given in Table 

2.16. 
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Table 2.15 US Imports and Exports of Passenqer Cars, Trucks and Buses 
(in number of units) 

A. Imports: 

Year Passenaer Cars Trucks __ an4JJlse_s__ _ _ Total Imoorts 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 

B. Exports: 

563673 
2013420 
2074653 
3116448 
4397679 

30893 
153671 
125256 
343352 

1253186 

594566 
2167091 
2199909 
3459800 
5650865 

Year _____ t»asseaCLe_r~C_ars ______ Trucks ________ Bl1ses _ Total Exoorts 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 

106038 
285038 
640301 
616896 
703519 

57279 
90551 
28696 

185774 
183280 

4407 
3500 
5053 
4500 
3809 

167724 
379089 
864050 
807169 
890608 

Source: Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, World Motor Vehi~le Data (1987) 

..J 
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Table 2.16 Embodied Copper Imported and Exported as Passenger cars, Trucks, and Buses 
(copper content, short tons) 

Item 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 
ZmD __ EXD ZJIlD ___ Exo ImD Exo ImD Exo ZmD EXD 

Passenger cars 9864 2121 35235 5701 36306 12806 38644 10796 54531 12312 
Trucks & buses 592 1864 2943 2427 2399 5351 6575 4576 23999 4420 

Total Embodied Copper Imported: 
10456 38178 38705 45219 78530 

Total Embodied copper Exported: 
3985 8128 18157 15372 16732 

Net Embodied copper Imported: 
6471 30050 20548 29847 61798 

Source: Vehicle Imports/Exports: Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, World Motor 
Vehicle Data (1987). 

Copper content/vehicle: For Exports: Ness (1984): For Imports: Eggert (1986). 

-..I 
111 
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2.7 Depth Approach for Sulfur 

The demand for sulfur depends on the demand for the final 

or intermediate products which employ sulfur in their 

production process. The final goods may either employ sulfur 

directly in their production, or use sulfur or its 

derivatives, for example sulfuric acid, in the production 

process. The derived demand for sulfur, therefore, is directly 

linked to the demand for those relevant products. 

Sulfur demand. in the industrialized countries is largely 

dependent on two main areas: 

1. The fertilizer industry, and 

2. The general level of industrial.activity. 

Sulfur use in the US is shown by SIC category. Table 2.17 

lists major sulfur uses for 1980 and 1985 respectively. It is 

evident from these tables that the fertilizer sector, 

specifically phosphatic fertilizer production is the single 

most important sulfur/sulfuric acid use. 

Most sulfur is used as sulfuric acid. In the US, about 90 

per cent of the sulfur consumed is used in the form of 

sulfuric acid in a variety of chemical processes. It follows 

that in evaluating sulfur consumption patterns it is necessary 

to investigate the demand for sulfuric acid, specifically the 

processes in which the acid is extensively consumed. The 

largest single sulfuric acid consumer is the fertilizer 

industry. This end use accounts for approximately 65 per cent 
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Table 2.17 Sulfur and Sulfuric Acid Sold or Used in the U.S. by 
End Use, 1980, 1985 (000 tonnes, sulfur content) 

SIC End Use Elemental Acid % 
1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 1985 

102 Copper Ores 442 333 3.0 2.5 
1094 Uranium and Vanadium 

ores 201 20 1.3 0.2 
26, 261 Pulpmills and paper 

products 94 27 254 259 2.3 2.2 
285, 286, Inorganic pigments, 
2816 paints and allied 

products 125 105 227 109 2.4 1.6 
281 Other inorganic 

chemicals 181 222 346 273 3.5 3.7 
282, synthetic rubber and 
2822 other plastic mater-

ials & synthetics W 25 303 243 2.0 2.0 
286 Industrial organic 

chemicals 320 330 2.0 2.5 
2873 Nitrogenous fertilizers - 218 62 1.5 0.5 
2874 Phosphatic fertilizers 8499 7872 57.0 59.0 
287 Other agricultural 

chemicals 280 579 91 21 2.5 4.5 
28 Other chemical 

products 220 40 1.5 0.4 
29, 291 Petroleum refining 

and other petroleum 
and coal Rroducts 159 189 864 724 6.8 7.0 

Total Identified (Column) 839 1147 11985 10286 85.8 86.1 
Total Identified (USBOH) 839 1178 12564 10845 
Unidentified 'USBOH~ 910 733 623 527 
Grand Total - - --------- 1749 1911 13187 11372 100.0 100.0 

Source: USBOM, Minerals Yearbook (1980, 1985) 
.J 
.J 
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of the US total sulfuric acid consumption (USBOM reports). 

Most of the acid goes into the production of phosphoric acid 

which is used to manufacture a variety of fertilizers. 

Examples of such fertilizers include superphosphates, mono

and di- ammonium phosphates. 

Sulfuric acid is also employed in other industrial and 

mining sectors of the economy. Petroleum refining, ore 

processing (copper, vanadium and uranium), inorganic and 

organic chemicals and other industrial sectors all consume 

sulfuric acid in their respective processes. It is thus clear 

that the demand for sulfuric acid, and the demand for sulfur, 

is largely dependent on the demand for outputs of the two 

broad areas, the fertilizer (and agricultural) sector and the 

general industrial area. Figure 2.2 shows the delineation of 

important sulfur embodying/employing products. 

2.8 Role of Sulfur in the Agriculture Industry 

Sulfuric acid is employed in a variety of processes in 

the agricultural industry. The acid is an important input in 

the production of sulfur-containing fertilizers such as 

ammonium sulfate and normal superphosphates. It is also 

employed as an intermediate chemical in the manufacture of 

phosphoric acid which is the basic raw material for phosphatic 

fertilizer production, which includes concentrated 

supelphosphates. The role of sulfur in the fertilizer industry 
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is shown in Figure 2.3 

Fertilizer production, as Figure 2.3 implies, may use 

sulfuric acid directly or indirectly. Direct use of the acid 

is exemplified by the following chemical processes: 

Ca3P04 + 2HzS04 + SHz0 -> 2CaS04·2Hz0 + Ca(H2P04)2· H20 

2NH3 + H2S04 -> (NH4) 2S04 + Heat 

Sulfuric acid is also used in the manufacture of wet 

process phosphoric acid. This acid (~P04) is the basic 

building block from which essentially all mixed fertilizers in 

the US are made. The reaction is described as follows: 

3Ca3(P04h + 9HzS04 + 1.8Hz0 -> 6~P04 + 9CaS04.2H20 

The acid, in turn, is used in the manufacture of other 

important phosphatic fertilizers. Examples of these include 

concentrated superphosphates and ammonium phosphates. 

Production of these can be represented by the following 

reactions: 

Ca3 (P04)2 + 4~P04 + 3Hz0 -> 3Ca(Hzp04h.H20 

NH3 + H3P04 -> NH4HzP04 

In fertilizer production, much of the sulfur used in the 

process is discarded in the form of byproduct phosphogypsum. 

The average sulfur use and loss in the manufacturing of 

selected fertilizers is estimated in Table 2.1.8. The loss of 

sulfur is highest in the manufacturing of wet process 

phosphoric acid and those fertilizers that are derived from 

it. Hignett and Stangel (1.982) have estimated that only some 
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Table 2.18 Average sulfur Use and Loss in Manufacturing 
selected Fertilizer Products and Xntermediates 

Fertilizer Type 

Single superphosphate 
Double superphosphate 
Triple superphosphate 
Ammonium sulfate 
Sulfur-coated urea 
Monoammonium phosphate 
Diammonium phosphate 
Potassium sulfate 
Phosphoric acid 
Sulfuric acid 

S used 
(kq/mt) 

122 
172 
320 
245 
143 
505 
422 
184 
495 
330 

Source: Kanwar and Mudahar (1986) 

s present 
(kq/mt) 

120 
90 
10 

240 
140 

10 
20 

180 
10 

330 

S lost 
(%) 

2 
48 
97 

2 
2 

98 
95 

2 
98 
o 
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10 per cent of the sulfur used in fertilizer manufacture 

appears in the finished product. It should be noted that in 

evaluating total sulfur employed in fertilizer production, the 

sulfur values used in fertilizer production must be employed 

in the calculations, not simply the amounts of sulfur present 

in the fertilizers. 

2.9 The Fertilizer ~ndustry 

Sulfur is one of several elements essential for plant 

growth. Sulfur is added in many fertilizer programs either as 

a compound of fertilizer or as a separate application in the 

field. Plants obtain their sulfur requirements from four 

separate sources. These sources are: 

1. Soils, crop residues and manure 

2. Irrigation waters 

3. Rainfall and atmosphere 

4. Fertilizers and soil amendments 

Source (4) above, specifically the amounts of sulfur 

employed/contained by the fertilizer industry and in the 

relevant downstream outputs of the agricultural industry 

(grains, animal feed, etc) are of prime concern to this 

research. 

Basically, the fertilizer industry can be discussed under 

three general categories according to fertilizer type: 

1. Nitrogenous fertilizers 



2. Phosphatic fertilizers, and 

3. Mixed fertilizers 

1. Nitrogenous Fertilizers: 

84 

The basic constituent in nitrogen fertilizers is ammonia. 

The industry is composed of five basic processing units: 

Ammonia, urea, ammonium nitrate, nitric acid and ammonium 

sulfate. Of these, only ammonium sulfate employs sulfuric acid 

in its production. Ammonium sulfate production involves the 

use of ammonia and sulfuric acid. The reaction is highly 

exothermic, liberating about 67710 cal/g. mole or 

4230 Btu/lb N. 

2. Phosphatic Fertilizers: 

This is the most important fertilizer sector employing 

sulfuric acid.It is defined by eight separate processes: 

1. Sulfuric acid 

2. Phosphate grinding 

3. Wet phosphoric acid 

4. Phosphoric acid concentration 

5. Phosphoric acid clarification 

6. Normal superphosphates (NSP) 

7. Triple superphosphates (TSP) 

8. Ammonium phosphates 

The two most important units are sulfuric acid and wet process 

phosphoric acid. Sulfuric acid is one of the two basic raw 

material for superphosphate production. The acid is also 
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important in phosphoric acid production which is the basic raw 

material input for all other processes in the sector. 

Phosphoric acid is the basic building block from which 

essentially all mixed fertilizers in the US are made. The 

overwhelming portion of this acid is manufactured by the wet 

process method. The process involves changing the state of the 

phosphate contained in the phosphate rock from a practically 

water-insoluble to a water-soluble compound. The acid commonly 

used for this process is sulfuric acid, although other acids 

such as nitric or hydrochloric can be utilized. Choice of the 

type of acid employed depends on a number of factors, such as 

cost, simplicity of process, desired end product and others. 

For sulfuric acid, the raw materials used in the wet process 

are ground phosphate rock, 93 percent sulfuric acid and water. 

The reaction can be represented as: 

3Ca3 (P04> 2 + 9H2S04 + 18H20 -> 6H3P04 + 9CaS04 • 2H20 

This is a simplified representation. In reality, the phosphate 

rock contains impurities such as fluorine, iron, aluminum, 

silica and uranium. The acid produced is approximately 30 

percent P20S ' a concentration which is generally too low to be 

a saleable product or to be employed in fertilizer production. 

The acid is therefore further processed to increase the P20S 

concentration to the 40 - 54 percent level. 

After concentration the phosphoric acid solution becomes 

supersaturated for a variety of minor impurities. Iron, 
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aluminum phosphate, soluble gypsum and fluorosilicates are 

present in sufficient quantities to present appreciable acid 

accumulation during storage. It is, therefore, necessary to 

remove these precipitates. Thus the acid clarification 

process. 

Normal superphosphate (NSP, 20 percent Pzos content) was 

for many years the most popular phosphatic fertilizer. Since 

the mid-fifties this popularity has been in sharp decline, by 

the late seventies the decline started to moderate. Market 

share of this fertilizer has fallen from 68 percent in 1957 to 

42 percent in 1965 and approximately 18 percent in 1979. The 

major reasons for the decline are low PzOs content and the 

resulting high transportation cost per unit of Pzos. 

Production of NSP involves the use of 65 - 75 percent 

sulfuric acid and ground phosphate rock. The reaction is 

represented as: 

ca3 (P04)Z + 2~S04 + 5~O -> 2Cas04·2~O + ca(~P04h.HzO 

Another important superphosphate is triple superphosphate 

(TSP) with 46 - 48.5 percent PzOs content. TSP is more 

economical to transport than is NSP with its relatively low 

PzOs level. The basic chemical reaction in TSP production 

utilizes ground phosphate rock and phosphoric acid: 

Ca3 (P04>Z + 4H33P04 + 3HzO -> 3Ca(HzP04)z·HzO 

Ammonium phosphate fertilizers (AP) are highly 

concentrated sources of water-soluble plant food which have 
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had spectacular agricultural acceptance. The most important AP 

fertilizers used in the US are monoammonium phosphates (MAP) 

and diammonium phosphates (OAP). AP fertilizers include a 

variety of different formulations which vary only in the 

amounts of nitrogen and phosphate content. The different AP 

fertilizers can be classified as follow: 

MAP 
Per cent 

N P K 
11 48 0 
13 52 0 
11 55 0 
16 20 0 

DAP 
Per cent 

N P K 
16 48 0 
18 46 0 

OAP formulations are produced in the largest tonnages, with 

OAP (18-46-0) being dominant. 

The two primary raw materials to produce AP fertilizers 

are ammonia and wet process phosphoric acid. Oirect use of 

sulfuric acid is of secondary importance, but it is also 

employed in the production of MAP grade 16-20-0. The reactions 

are: 

H3P04 + NH3 -> NH4H2P04 

H2S04 + 2NH3 -> (NH4) 2S04 

3. Mixed Fertilizers: 

Basically, these fertilizers contain a combination of the 

major plant nutrients - nitrogen, phosphate, and potash (N P 

K). As the name implies, mixed fertilizers are a mixture of 

some o~ the single-nutrient fertilizers discussed above. 
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2.10 ~mports-Exports of the u.s. Agricultural ~ndustry 

Products of the agricultural industry, the most 

significant users of sulfur/sulfuric acid, can be broadly 

categorized under three headings: 

1. Fertilizers 

2. Agricultural produce, and 

3 • Livestock 

1. Fertilizers 

The US exports a variety of fertilizers. Table 2.19 lists 

the important types of traded fertilizers. Some of these 

contain sulfur while others do not. Some of the fertilizers 

employ sulfur - in the form of sulfuric acid - in their 

production, although the final product may not contain sulfur. 

An example of this is concentrated superphosphate. For the 

purpose of this research, those fertilizers which: 

a. embody sulfur, and 

b. employ sulfur or its derivative in their production 

are considered so that an estimate of the contained/employed 

sulfur in the final product can be assessed and evaluated. 

These fertilizers include normal and concentrated 

superphosphates, ammonium sulfate, ammonium phosphates and 

potassium sulfate. 

2. Agricultural Products 

The U.S. is a major net exporter of agricultural produce. 

Corn, wheat, sorghum, soybeans, oats and other grains, as well 



Table 2.19 US Fertilizer Exports and Imports 
(000 short tons) 

Fertilizer type 1965 1970 1975 1980 
EXP. Imp. Exp. Imp. Exp. Imp. Exp. 

Ammonium sulfate 644 193 528 179 560 248 841 
Phosphoric acid 233 138 129~1 

Ammonium phosphate 369 112 986 395 2242 247 5134 
N-Superphosphate 130 0 36 0 21 0 32 
C-Superphosphate 584 0 710 0 1104 0 159'7 
Oiammonium phosphate 0 0 0 4557 
Monoammonium phosphate 

and others 0 0 0 577 
Potassium sulfate 128 56 186 70 350 51 597 
Mixed fertilizers 215 160 404 169 497 291 327 

Source: USDA, The Fertilizer supply (various issues) 
Blank spaces imply no data are available. 

Imp. 

277 
76 

318 
0 
0 
0 

0 
60 

166 

1985 
Exp. 

726 
499 

1610 
6757 

601 

Imp. 

405 

177 

0 
0 

0 

0) 
\0 
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as a variety of fruits and vegetables are examples of such 

exports. These products involve sulfur use in their production 

process. Fertilizers play a major role in the US agricultural 

industry, and thus a sulfur use. By extension, the products of 

this industry embody sulfur. Exports of these products, in 

turn, involve a sulfur export. 

For the purpose of this research, only a few of the 

agricultural products mentioned above are analyzed for their 

respective sulfur content/usage. The selection is mad~ on the 

basis of the total tonnage of the products exported or 

imported. Those products which are significant in terms of the 

volume traded are analyzed as to their sulfur content. Wheat, 

corn, sorghum and soybeans are the important grain types 

exported from the us. Sulfur embodied/employed in the 

production of these grains is estimated. 

The U.S. is not a major importer of these or other types 

of grains. No data are available as to the types or amounts of 

grains imported into the u.s. Imports of this type (corn, 

wheat, soybeans and sorghum or others) are not significant. 

For this reason, only the export side is analyzed, and the 

sulfur embodied/employed in exported grains is evaluated and 

estimated. 

3 • Livestock 

Livestock production involves an indirect sulfur use. 

Cows, goats, sheep, and poul try all consume agricultural 
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produce in the form of hay, alfalfa and feedgrains. Crop 

production involves sulfur usage in the form of fertilizers. 

Crop production is therefore undertaken partly to support 

human consumption and partly for raising livestock. Livestock 

exports, in the form of beef, poultry and others involve an 

indirect sulfur export. 

2.11 Evaluation of Sulfur Embodied in Net Agricultural 

Exports 

Embodied sulfur estimates for the following products are 

made: 

1. Fertilizers 

2. Wheat, corn, soybeans, sorghum, and 

3. Livestock 

1. Sulfur Embodied in Net fertilizer Exports 

Data on US fertilizer exports and imports was given in 

Table 2.19. Evaluation of the net sulfur exported as 

fertilizers involves two steps: 

1. Sulfur embodied in exported fertilizers 

2. Sulfur embodied in imported fertilizers 

The embodied sulfur can be estimated by using the 

following simple relationship: 

Total sulfur exported/imported in A = F x T 

where, 
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F = sulfur employed per ton of manufacturing fertilizer 

A 

T = tonnage of A exported/imported 

Data presented in Tables 2.18 and 2.19 which contain 

fertilizer types exported, tonnages of these exports, and the 

sulfur employed in manufacturing various types of fertilizers 

are used to estimate the embodied sulfur exported. For the 

imports, the same procedure is repeated, this time for 

imported fertilizers. It is obvious from Table 2.19 that 

fertilizer exports are more significant in terms of total 

tonnage. Thus, the u.s. is a net embodied sulfur exporter in 

terms of fertilizers. These are shown in Table 2.20. 

2. Sulfur Embodied in Net Grain Exports 

The grains considered include corn (as grain), wheat, 

soybeans and sorghum. These crops are the most important types 

exported (tonnage), and data on nutrient use (from 

fertilizers) is available for them. To evaluate the total 

amount of sulfur embodied in net exported grains requires the 

following sets of data: 

1. Amounts of the different types of fertilizers actually 

applied to the crops, and 

2. Amounts of the different crops exported 

Detailed information on fertilizer use is available for 

four principal crops. Fertilizer use data for corn, wheat, 

soybeans and cotton are compiled in annual surveys, conducted 



Table 2.20 Embodied Sulfur Exported and Imported as Fertilizers 
(000 short tons) 

Fertilizer type 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 
Em. IDUl. EXD_. __ Im"_. ____ EXD. Im"io_ _EXD. 1m". EXD_. __ 1m". 

Ammonium sulfate 158 47 129 44 
Phosphoric acid 
Ammonium phosphate 171 52 458 183 
N-Superphosphate 16 4 
c-Superphosphate 187 227 
Diammonium phosphate 
Monoammonium phosphate 

and others 
Potassium sulfate 24 10 34 13 

Total Exported 556 852 
Total Imported 109 240 
Net Exported 447 612 

Blank spaces imply no sulfur is traded 

137 61 206 
115 68 641 

1040 115 
3 39 

353 510 
1925 

291 
64 9 110 

1712 
253 

1460 

68 178 
38 247 

148 

514 
2855 

253 
11 

3687 
264 

3423 

4047 
181 

3866 

99 

82 

\0 
W 
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since 1964, by USDA's National Agricultural statistics 

service. Information on fertilizer use is generally 

categorized by plant nutrient (nitrogen, phosphate or potash). 

Information for each crop (corn, wheat, soybeans and cotton) 

includes the plant nutrient application rate, the proportion 

of the crop fertilized with each plant nutrient, and the 

proportion of the crop receiving any fertilizer. Estimates are 

based on total harvested acreage for wheat, soybeans and 

cotton, while estimates for corn are based only on that 

portion of the crop harvested for grain. 

To calculate the amounts of sulfur employed in the 

production of the grains, one would ideally need to know 

specific types and amounts of fertilizers· applied to that 

specific crop (data set 1 above). No such data are available. 

It is therefore necessary to employ the available data on 

nutrient use by the different grains to come up with 

approximate amounts of the sulfur originally employed. Since 

the phosphate applied to the crop is inherently related to the 

amounts of phosphatic fertilizers initially applied, this 

approach is both valid and informative. Data are available on 

amounts of PzOs applied to corn, wheat and soybeans. Data are 

not available for the PzOs application rate for sorghum. As 

table 2.22 shows, the amounts of PzOs applied to soybeans and 

wheat are less than those applied to corn. It is assumed that 

PzOs applied to soybeans are similar to those for sorghum so 
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that a 'conservative' sulfur estimation can be made. 

The PzOs nutrient is basically supplied by the different 

phosphatic (and mixed) fertilizers applied to the soil. 

Production of these fertilizers initially employ sulfuric acid 

and phosphate rock to produce phosphoric acid - the basic 

building block for practically all types of phosphatic 

fertilizers. This initial reaction, which uses sulfuric acid 

and phosphate rock as the basic raw materials, can be 

represented as follows: 

3Ca3 (P04)Z + 9HzS04 + 18Hz0 -> 6~P04 + 9CaS04.2Hz0 

A relationship between the PzOs and sulfur employed in the 

reaction is used to estimate the sulfur embodied in the 

grains. For every metric ton of PzOs in phosphoric acid 

produced, 910 kg. of sulfur in the form of sulfuric acid (2.78 

mt. HZS04 containing 32.7 per cent sulfur) is used. Manderson 

(1976) discusses the material balance relationship for a 

phosphate fertilizer plant which starts with sulfur and 

phosphate rock as the raw materials, and produces such 

phosphatic fertilizers as superphosphates and ammonium 

phosphates as downstream products. For this plant, the basic 

material relationship for the production of 750000 tons of 

PzOs as phosphoric acid is 692700 tons of sulfur. Thus the 

implied PzOs:S relationship is 1:0.924; or for every ton of 

PzOs one would require 0.924 tons of sulfur. Kanwar and Mudahar 

(1986.) also note that for every metric ton of PzOs' 910 kg. of 
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sulfur in the form of sulfuric acid is used. The implied PzOs:S 

ratio in this case is 1:0.91. According to Okech (1983), for 

every metric ton of PzOs in phosphatic fertilizer produced, 

0.95 tons of sulfur are consumed. The P20S:S ratio is thus 

1:0.95. The intermediate P20S:S ratio of 1:0.924 is used in 

this research. 

An example is given below to show the methodology 

followed to evaluate sulfur embodied in each of the relevant 

grain types studied in this research, i. e., corn, wheat, 

soybeans and sorghum. 

objective: To estimate sulfur embodied/employed in grains 

Year: 1980 

Data required: Amount of each grain produced in 1980 

Amount of P20S applied to each grain type 

Basic relationship used: P20S:S = 1:0.925 

These sets of data are given in Tables 2.21 and 2.22. 

Sulfur embodied in corn: 

Amount of P20S applied to corn = 2094700 tons 

This amounts to (2094700 x 0.924), or 1935503 tons of 

sulfur 

Total corn production = 205218000 short tons 

Thus, 1 ton of corn employed 1935503/205218000 tons of sulfur, 

or 

1 ton of corn embodies 18.9 pounds of sulfur 
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Table 2.21 U.S. Crop Production (000 short tons) 

Year Corn Soybeans Wheat Sorghum 

1965 128761 27905 43882 20561 
1970 126870 37565 45592 21517 
1975 161503 45649 64025 21241 
1980 205218 59272 78530 17879 
1985 248262 62966 72755 31157 

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Crop Production 
Reports, (various issues) 

----~.-----.--~.--------
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Table 2.22 Estimated u.s. Pbospbate Use, Selected crops 
(000 sbort tons) 

Year Ended Corn soybeans Wheat otbers 
June 30 * 

1965 1135.5 88.2 282.5 1785.1 
1970 1832.5. 211.1 287.5 2095.4 
1975 1686.6 268.1 523.0 1934.6 
1980 2094.4 545.9 596.4 2048.6 
1985 1928.7 374.4 542.6 1676.5 

Source: USDA, Ferti1izer Use and Price Statistics (1987) 

* Inc1udes sorghum, oats, barley, rice, flaxseed, peanuts, 
sunflower, a11 hay, dry edible beans, potatoes, sweet 
potatoes, tobacco, sugarcane, and sugarbeets. 
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Sulfur embodied in wheat 

Amount of PzOs applied to wheat = 596400 tons 

This amounts to (596400 x 0.924), or 551.074 tons of 

sulfur 

Total wheat production = 78530000 short tons 

Thus, 1. ton of wheat employed 551.074/78530000 tons of sulfur, 

or 

1 ton of wheat embodies 14.03 pounds of sulfur 

Sulfur embodied in soybeans 

Amount of P20 S applied to soybeans = 545900 tons 

This amounts to (545900 x 0.924), or 50441.2 tons of 

sulfur 

Total soybeans production = 59272000 short tons 

Thus, 1. ton of soybeans employed 50441.2/59272000 tons of 

sulfur, 

1 ton of soybeans embodies 17.1 pounds of sulfur. 

The total amounts of sulfur exported in the form of 

corn, wheat, soybeans and sorghum can be calculated using data 

presented in Table 2.23. The amounts of embodied sulfur 

exported is dependent on the amount of grain exports and on 

the sulfur content per ton of the specific grain. A sample 

calculation for evaluating the total embodied sulfur exports, 

in the form of grains, for the year 1.980 is presented below. 



Table 2.23 Sulfur Embodied in Ret Exported Grains 

A. Pounds of Sulfur/Ton of Grain 

Grain 

Corn 
Wheat 
Soybeans 
Sorghum 

1965 

18.6 
12.0 
5.8 
5.8 

1970 

26.7 
11.7 
10.4 
10.4 

1975 

19.3 
15.1 
10.9 
10.9 

B. U.S. Grain Exports (000 short tons)* 

Grain 

Corn 
Wheat 
Soybeans 
sorghum 

1965 

16066 
21.025 

6902 
3668 

1970 

18992 
17556 
13432 

3661 

1975 

34638 
33050 
13379 

5893 

1980 

18.9 
14.1 
17.1 
17.1 

1980 

67712 
39763 
26276 

9039 

1985 

14.4 
13.8 
11.0 
11.0 

1985 

51018 
31448 
18324 

8218 

c. Embodied Sulfur Exported as Grains (000 short tons) 

Grain 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Corn 149 254 334 640 367 
Wheat 126 102 250 280 217 
Soybeans 20 70 73 225 101 
Sorghum 11 19 32 77 45 
Total 306 445 689 1222 730 

100 

* Source: u. S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural 
Trade of the United states (various issues) 



Embodied sulfur exported as corn: 

Corn exports = 671.2000 short tons (A) 

Sulfur content = 1.8.9 pounds sulfur/ton of corn (B) 

Total sulfur embodied in exported corn 

= (A) x (B), or 639878 tons 

Embodied sulfur exported as wheat: 

Wheat exports = 39763000 short tons (C) 

Sulfur content = 14.1 pounds sulfur/ton of wheat (D) 

Total sulfur embodied in exported wheat 

= (C) x (D), or 280329 tons 

Embodied sulfur exported as soybeans: 

Soybeans exports = 26276000 short tons (E) 

1.01. 

Sulfur content = 1.7.1. pounds sulfur/ton of soybeans (F) 

Total sulfur embodied in exported soybeans 

= (E) x (F), or 224660 tons 

Embodied sulfur exported as sorghum: 

Sorghum exports = 9039000 short tons (G) 

Sulfur content = 1.7.1. pounds sulfuriton of sorghum (H) 

Total sulfur embodied in exported sorghum 

= (G) x (H), or 77283 tons. 

Total sulfur exported as corn, wheat, soybeans and 

sorghum for 1.980 is simply the sum of the sulfur exports 

represented by the four crops: 

(639878 + 280329 + 224660 + 77283) = 1.2221.50 short tons 
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The total embodied sulfur exported as grains for the 

years 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, and 1985 are given in Table 

2.23C. 

3. Sulfur Embodied in Net Livestock Exports 

Raising livestock requires the consumption of different 

types of feed. A common denominator for most types of feed is 

that they employ sulfur, in the form of fertilizer, in their 

production. Table 2.24 lists feed consumption by kind of 

livestock: cattle, hogs and poultry. 

Typical feed for cattle consists mostly of feedgrains 

(corn, sorghum, oats and barley), in addition to roughage 

(silage, beet pulp and straw). For hogs, feedgrains are also 

a major constituent of the feed. Roughage, however, is not fed 

to hogs. Feedgrains and protein supplements are significant in 

poultry feed. 

Sulfur embodied/employed in raising a particular type of 

livestock is dependent on the types and amounts of the feed 

consumed. Information presented in Tables 2.24 and 2.25 is 

used as a basis for evaluating the amounts of sulfur ~mployed 

in raising the different livestock. 

For cattle and hogs, the sulfur estimation procedure is 

relatively simple. The total amounts of feed consumed 

(respectively by cattle and hogs) is divided by the total 

number of cattle and hogs raised on this feed to obtain an 

average amount of feed consumed per animal. The amount of 



Table 2.24 consumption of Feed by Kind of Livestock 
(million,metric tons) 
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Livestock Feed grains High-protein 

Cattle 
Hogs 
Poultry 

1975 

29.4 
30.2 
12.2 

19GC 

28.4 
39.9 
14.0 

1975 1980 

1.3 1.1 
5.5 6.0 
3.6 3.9 

Source: u.s. Department of Agriculture, Feed Situation (1980) 

Table 2.25 Humber of Animal units on Feed Grains 
(million units) 

Livestock 

Cattle 
Hogs 
Poultry 

1975 

19.7 
16.4 
18.0 

1980 

19.3 
21.5 
21.0 

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Feed situation (1980) 
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feed/animal so obtained is then used to calculate how much 

sulfur has been employed/used in raising the animal. It should 

be noted that since the. feedgrains consumed consist of a 

variety of grains (corn, sorghum, oats and barley) as 

represented in Table 2.24, and as it is not possible to obtain 

a breakdown of the percentages of each of the grain types, it 

is assumed that the feedgrains • composition is all corn. 

Sulfur values for corn (pounds of sulfur/ton of corn) 

presented in Table 2.23 are therefore used in the 

evaluations. since corn has a relatively higher embodied 

sulfur amount than the other grain types, use of this 

assumption provides a somewhat higher value of sulfur than was 

actually employed in raising livestock. In addition to 

feedgrains, livestock also consume high protein feed. This 

feed consists of oilseed meals, animal and grain protein. It 

is assumed that the high protein feed is all soybeans. 

For poultry, available data in Table 2.25 provides the 

total number of poultry consuming the feed specified in Table 

2.24. Total number of poultry includes: 

hens and pullets 

broilers, and 

turkeys. 

From the available data, it is not possible to evaluate feed 

consumed/broiler, or feed consumed/hen or feed 

consumed/turkey, since an aggregate amount of all poultry is 
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given. According to Dr. Reid (Department of Animal Science, 

University of Arizona), on average, broilers consume 9 pounds 

of feedgrains/bird. This includes the time from hatching to 

slaughter: approximately six to eight weeks. The feed consumed 

typically consists of 50 per cent grain (corn/soybeans), 25 

per cent soybean meal, and 25 per cent vitamins and minerals. 

As in the case of cattle and hogs above, the grain composition 

of the feed is assumed to be all corn. 

The average sulfur amounts embodied in cattle and hog 

feeds respectively for the 1975 and 1980 feed data (Table 

2.24) is used to estimate embodied sulfur in the respective 

livestocks. For chickens, a uniform approximation of the feed 

consumed by broilers (9 pounds of feed per bird) is used. The 

sample calculation procedure for estimating sulfur amounts 

embodied in domestically raised livestocks is given below. 

Sulfur consumed by cattle on feed, 1980 

Total number of cattle fed on grains = 19.3 million units 

These consumed: 

28.4 million metric tons of corn (31.3 million short tons) 

1.1 million metric tons soybeans (1.2 million short tons) 

From Table 2.23: 

Sulfur content/ton of corn = 18.9 pounds 

Sulfur content/ton of soybeans = 17.1 pounds 

Thus: 

Total sulfur in corn = 31.3 million tons x 18.9 lbs sulfur/ton 



= 295785 short tons of sulfur 

Total sulfur in soybeans = 1.2 million tons x 17.1 lbs 

sllifur/ton, 

= 10260 short tons of sulfur. 
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Total amount of sulfur consumed by 19.3 million cattle is 

therefore equal to (295785 + 10260), or 306045 short tons 

Thus, per animal the sulfur consumption in 1980 was 31.7 

pounds. 

The same procedure is repeated for the 1975 data, and the 

implied per cattle sulfur consumption was 32.55 pounds. The 

average value of 32 pounds of sulfur per animal is used in 

this research. 

Sulfur consumed by hogs on feed, 1980 

Total number of hogs fed on grains = 21.5 million units 

These consumed: 

39.9 million metric tons of corn (43.99 million short 

tons) 

6 million tons of soybeans (6.62 million short tons) 

Applying the same corn/soybeans sulfur values as above, 

Total sulfur in corn = 43.99 million tons x 18.9 lbs 

sulfur/ton 

= 415706 short tons of sulfur 

Total sulfur in soybeans = 6.62 million tons x 17.1 lbs S/ton 

= 56558 short tons of sulfur 

Total amount of sulfur consumed by 21.5 million hogs in 1980 
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was therefore equal to (415706 + 56558), or 472264 short tons 

Thus, per hog sulfur consumption in 1980 was 43.9 pounds. 

For 1975 data, per hog sulfur consumption was 43.2 pounds. The 

value of 43 pounds of sulfur per hog is used in this research. 

Sulfur consumed ~y poultry OD feed 

On average, a broiler consumes 4.5 pounds of corn, and 2.25 

pounds of soybeans. Using the average sulfur values for corn 

and soybeans (Table 2.23), 

Total sulfur in corn = 4.5 lbs x 19.58 lbs/ton 

= 0.04 pounds of sulfur 

Total sulfur in soybeans = 2.25 lbs x 11.04 lbs/ton 

= 0.01 pounds of sulfur 

Thus, total amount of sulfur consumed by a chicken is equal to 

(0.04 + 0.01), or 0.05 pounds of sulfur. 

Thus, per chicken sulfur consumption is 0.05 pounds 

Net U.S. livestock imports - in thousands of pounds -

are given in Table 2.26A. In order to obtain the number of net 

imported units (of cattle, hogs and poultry), the respective 

average dressed weights of the livestock are used. For cattle 

this is 630 pounds, for hogs it is 170 pounds and for chickens 

this is 3.5 pounds. Table 2.26B gives the net U.S. livestock 

imports (in thousands of units). 

The implied embodied sulfur represented by the net 

imported livestock is simply: 
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Table 2.26 Sulfur Embodied in Net Xmported Livestock 

A. u.s. Net Livestock Xmports (000 pounds) * 
Type 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Beef and Veal(l) 
Pork (2) 
Poultry 

607949 1291299 1178389 1276295 1062361 
206415 399191 119610 276908 1001312 

(204880) (136847) (179286) (704661) (515595) 

B. U.S. Net Livestock Xmports (000 units) 

Type 

Cattle 
Hogs 
Poultry 

1965 

965 
1214 

(58537) 

1970 

2050 
2348 

(39099) 

1975 

1870 
704 

(51225) 

1980 

2026 
1629 

(201332) 

c. Net Embodied Sulfur Xmported (short tons) 

Xmported As 

Beef 
Pork 
Poultry 

Total Sulfur 
xmported 

1965 

15440 
26101 

(1463) 

40078 

1970 

32800 
50482 
(977) 

82305 

1975 

29920 
15136· 

(1281) 

43775 

(1) Beef and Veal: fresh and frozen 

1980 

32416 
35024 

(5033) 

62407 

1985 

1686 
5890 

(147313) 

1985 

26976 
126635 
(3683) 

149928 

(2) Pork imports: Meat and meat products (excluding poultry) 
less beef and veal (fresh and frozen) 
Pork exports: Meat and meat products (excluding poultry) 
less beef and veal (fresh and frozen) less variety meats 

* Source: u. S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural 
Trade of the u.s. (various issues) 

() exports 
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Number of livestock imported x Sulfur content/livestock 

The per animal sulfur content values estimated above (32 lbs 

of sulfur per animal for cattle; 43 lbs of sulfur per animal 

for hog; 0.05 pounds of sulfur per animal for chicken) are 

used in this evaluation. The results are shown in Table 2. 26C. 

2.12 Sulfur in Xndustrial Sector 

On average, the industrial sector accounts for about one 

third of the total US consumption of sulfur. The percentage of 

this sector to total consumption varies from year to year: 49 

percent in 1970, 44 percent in 1975, 38.7 percent in 1980, and 

in 1985 it was 36 percent. The following is a brief 

description of some of the industrial sector's sulfur uses: 

Petroleum refining: This sector includes petroleum 

refining and the associated chemical processes which serve 

both the refining and the petrochemical complex. In 1985, this 

end use accounted for about 7 per cent of total US sulfur 

demand. 

Iron and steel production: Sulfuric acid is used as a 

pickling agent to remove mill scale, rust, dirt or grease from 

the surface of steel products prior to further processing. 

Because of the problems associated with the disposal of the 

ferrous sulfate waste product, sulfuric acid for pickling 

processes faces increasing competition from hydrochloric acid. 

Plastic and synthetic products: This end use, which in 
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1985 accounted for 2 per cent of the total US sulfur demand, 

covers a wide range of products including acetate, cellophane; 

rayon and viscose products, fibers and textiles. 

Paper products: The largest single segment of demand in 

this category is in the manufacture of wood pulp by the 

sulfite process. This sector as a whole, accounted for 2 per 

cent of the 1985 US sulfur demand. 

Paints: The major use in this category is the production 

of titanium oxide (Ti02) pigment. This category accounted for 

about 2 per cent of the US sulfur demand in 1985. 

Metal production: This category covers a variety of uses, 

the most important of which is leaching .of copper and uranium 

ores. Vanadium is a coproduct from uranium recovery from ores. 

other uses: This general category includes a wide 

variety of end uses, including intermediate -chemical products. 

2.13 Sulfur Using categories of tb6 Industrial Sector 

The sulfur/sulfuric acid uses of the industrial sector 

are varied and diverse (SIC by end use). It is obvious from 

Table 2.17 that some sectors are relatively more important in 

terms of the amounts of embodied sulfur than are others. For 

example, the petroleum refining sector, SIC 29, 291, uses more 

sulfur/sulfuric acid than does the drug, SIC 283, or the soaps 

and detergents, SIC 284, sectors. 

For the purpose of this research, only some of the 
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sulfur/sulfuric acid end uses are considered. The categories 

considered all have the following characteristics: 

1. Sulfur/sulfuric acid used is significant in terms of 

total amounts (i.e., generally more than 1 per cent of the 

total US sulfur consumption), 

2. Imports/exports of the products in the relevant 

category are significant, (i.e., amounts of traded products 

are significant), and 

3. The sector, SIC-based, is not too broad, varied and/or 

complex with a wide range of products. 

This sorting procedure generally ignores consideration of 

those sectors which are either too insignificant to the 

research results (criteria 1 and 2), or are too complex for 

the scope of this section of the research (criterion 3 above). 

criterion 1 reduces the original sulfur/sulfuric acid end use 

table to the following categories: 

SIC End Use % of Total Use 

1980 1985 

102 Copper ores 3.0 2.5 
26,261 Pulpmill and paper products 2.3 2.2 
26,285 Inorganic pigments, paints and 

·allied products, industrial organic 
chemicals, other chemical products 2.4 1.6 

281 Other organic chemicals 3.5 3.7 
282,2822 Synthetic rubber and other plastic 

materials and synthetics 2.0 2.0 
286 Industrial organic chemicals 2.0 2.5 
28 Other chemical products 1.5 0.4 
29,291 Petroleum refining and other 

petroleum and coal products 6.8 7.0 
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These are the delineated end uses which, except for the 

1985 SIC 28 data, consume on average more than 1 per cent of 

the total US sulfur consumption. omission of the sectors which 

consume less than 1 per cent of the total sulfur consumed 

domestically, will not overly affect the research results, 

simply because sulfur amounts used in these sectors are 

relatively insignificant. 

Examination of the products delineated above leads to 

criterion 3. The SIC product code 28, which includes chemicals 

and allied products encompasses a wide variety of these 

products and intermediates. These products range from 

industrial gases, dyes, organic and inorganic chemicals to 

synthetics and other related products. The sector, as a whole, 

is too broad and complex to analyze by individual products. 

The case of copper ores, SIC 102, is also worth noting. 

As stated earlier, sulfuric acid is primarily used in the 

leaching of copper from ores. However, most of the leached 

copper is domestically consumed, and does not therefore, 

constitute part of the traded copper. It is also assumed that 

a major part of the copper imported into the US is not of 

leached origin. Thus, this sector may also be safely ignored. 

As a result of this delineation process, the pulpmill and 

paper products, SIC 26, 261, and the petroleum refining, SIC 

29, 291, sectors remain to be considered. These sectors are 

not too broad and varied to be analyzed. Also, the sectors 
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contain significant amounts of products which are traded 

(imported/exported). Among the different sulfur/sulfuric acid 

industrial uses, the petroleum refining sector is the most 

important in terms of the sulfur amounts employed. For these 

reasons, these two categories are considered, and sulfur 

amounts embodied in traded products therein are estimated. 

2.14 Evaluation of Sulfur Embo4ie4 in ~ra4e4 Pro4ucts of 

the Zn4ustrial Sector 

The net embodied sulfur exported in the form of petroleum 

refining products, the pulpmill, and paper products are 

estimated. 

1. ~he Petroleum Refining Sector: 

Products which employ/embody sulfur/sulfuric acid under 

the broad category of the petroleum sector include two basic 

groups: 

1. Crude oil, and 

2. Refined petroleum products 

The sulfur embodied in crude oil is dependent on the type of 

crude. Heavy oils usually contain relatively higher amounts of 

sulfur than do their lighter counterparts. Sulfur values 

employed/embodied in specific refinery petroleum products 

depend primarily on the technology of production of the 

products. 

Sulfur is recovered from crude oil refining. However, 
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this amount of recovered sulfur is already accounted for as 

recovered sulfur in the USBOM domestic sulfur production data. 

Sulfuric acid which is consumed in crude oil refining is 

mostly recycled acid. Thus, little 'new' sulfur must be 

accounted for at this stage. 

The processing of other petroleum products, for example 

gasoline, kerosene and lube oils do involve sulfuric acid 

usage. Trade in these products implies embodied sulfur trade. 

The sulfur embodied/ employed in the production of these 

products is the 'obscured' sulfur which is not accounted for 

in the domestic consumption or trade data. These sulfur values 

are to be estimated. 

To estimate sulfur amounts embodied in the exports and 

imports of the refining sector, it is necessary to have the 

following data: 

1. Types and amounts of traded products of this sector, 

and 

2. Amounts of sulfur/sulfuric acid required to produce 

the relevant products. 

According to the SIC classification, the major products of the 

29, 291 categories include the following products: 

Gasoline (SIC 29111) 

Jet fuel (SIC 29112) 

Kerosene (SIC 29~13) 

Distillate fuel oil (SIC 29114) 
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Residual fuel oil (SIC 291.1.5) 

Liquefied refinery gases (SIC 291.1.6) 

Lubricating oils and greases (SIC 2911.7, 2992) 

Unfinished oils and lubricating based stock (SIC 2911.8) 

Other finished petroleum products, incl. waxes 

(SIC 291.1.0) 

Asphalt (SIC 291.1.9) 

Domestic production of these products for the different years 

is given in Table 2.27. Also, exports and imports of the 

relevant products are shown in Table 2.28. 

Common sulfuric acid usage for the processing of 

different petroleum products, according to Nelson (1969) is 

given in Table 2.29. It should be noted that the range of the 

values given above are for refinery technology of the 1.960s. 

For the purpose of this research, the midpoints of these 

values are used in estimating sulfuric acid consumed in the 

relevant traded products for the 1965 and 1970 data. Sulfuric 

acid was once more widely used in refineries. At present, 

however, much less acid is employed for sour distillates and 

has been largely replaced by mercaptan-removal sweetening 

process. For lube oils, the acid processes have been replaced 

by solvent extraction processes. The acid is still used to 

remove aromatics. The spent alkylation acid can be used for 

treating naphthas, furnace oils and lube oils. As a result of 

the new technology in use by the refineries, the sulfuric acid 
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Table 2.27 U.S. production of Refined Petroleum Products 
(million barrels) 

Type of Product 1965 1970 1975 1980 

Gasoline 1704.4 2105.3 2393.6 2394.1 
Aviation gasoline 48.6 19.7 13.7 12.8 
Kerosene 94.5 95.7 55.7 50.1 
Distillate fuel oil 765.4 897.1 968.6 974.1 
Residual fuel oil 268.6 257.5 451.0 578.4 
Jet fuel 191.2 301.9 318.0 365.6 
Lubricants 62.9 66.2 56.2 65.1 
Asphalt 123.6 146.7 144.0 141.2 
Liquefied gases 307.1 525.6 557.5 561.8 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, Business Statistics (various issues) 
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Table 2.28 :tmports and (Exports) of Refined Petroleum Products 
(000 barrels per day) 

Year Lube Oil Gasoline Kerosine 

1965 (45) 28 81 
1970 (44) 67 144 
1975 (25) 184 133 
1980 (23) 140 80 
1985 (15) 381 39 

Source: Department of Energy, Annual Energy Review 
(various issues) 
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Table 2.29 Refining Use of Sulfuric Acid, Selected Products 
(lbs/bbl) 

Estimated Values 
Product Nelson 1965/1970 1975 1980/1985 

(1969) 

Natural Gasoline 0-2 1.0 0.5 0.1 
straight-run 
Gasoline 0-5 1.0 0.5 0.1 

Kerosine 1-15 7.5 6.0 5.0 
Lube oils 0-60* 30.0 15.0 10.0 

* 60 is for asphalt based crude oils 
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values given above are adjusted downward to reflect this 

decreased use in refineries. The values employed for the later 

years of trade data (1.975, 1.980, 1.985) are shown as estimated 

values in Table 2.29. 

with this information, ,and data on imports and exports of 

the different products (Table 2.28), it is now possible to 

estimate, on average, sulfur amounts embodied in these traded 

products for the years studied. For instance, in 1.985, US 

exports of the relevant petroleum products amounted to 5475000 

barrels of lubricants (other exported products do not consume 

significant amounts of sulfuric acid). Lube oil production 

consumes 1.0 pounds of sulfuric acid per barrel of lube oil. 

Thus, total acid consumed for this process amounted to 

54750000 pounds. Assuming the S:H2S04 ratio to' be 

approximately 1.:2, the processing of exported lube oils in 

1.985 consumed 27375000 pounds of sulfur, or 1.3687.5 short tons 

of sulfur. On the import side, gasoline and jet fuel are the 

relevant products imported. Assuming acid usage values of 0.1. 

lbs/Bbl for gasoline, and 5 lbs/Bbl for jet fuel, total 

tonnage of sulfur imported in the form of these products 

amounted to (3476.6 + 1.7793.8), or 21.270.4 short tons of 

sulfur. Thus, for 1.985, net sulfur imported in the form of 

petroleum products was (21.270.4 - 1.3687.5), or 7582.9 short 

tons • 

. Similar procedures are followed for the estimation of 
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embodied sulfur for the years 1965, 1970, 1975, and 1980. The 

results are shown in Table 2.30. 

2. The Pulpmill and Paper Products sector: 

are: 

There are several grades of wood pulp produced. These 

- Dissolving and special alpha 

Sulfate 

Sulfite 

- Ground-wood 

Semi-chemical 

The manufacture of wood pulp by the sulfite process is the 

most important user of sulfur in the pulpmill and paper 

products sector. It is, therefore, assumed that all the sulfur 

consumed in this sector (SIC 26, 261) is used in the 

production of wood pulp by the sulfite process. 

Production data for all grades of wood pulp as well as 

those by the sulfite process are given in Table 2.31. It is 

obvious from this table, that the percent of wood pulp 

produced by the sulfite process has been gradually declining 

since 1965. 

rn order to estimate sulfur amounts embodied in traded 

(imported/exported) wood pulp produced by the sulfite process, 

it is necessary to have information on: 

1. sulfur employed per ton of wood pulp production, and 

2. amount of the wood pulp imported/exported. 
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Table 2.30 Embodied Sulfur Traded as Refined Products, 
Selected Years (000 short tons) 

J:mports Exports Net 
Year Gasoline Kerosine Lubricants J:mports 

1965 2.56 55.43 123.19 (65.20) 
1970 6.~1 98.55 120.45 (15.79) 
1975 8.40 72.82 34.22 46.99 
1980 1.28 36.50 21.00 16.79 
1985 3.48 17.79 • 13.69 7.58 

( ) net export 



Table 2.31 U.S. Production of Wood Pulp (000 short tons) 

Year 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 

By the Sulfite 
Process CA) 

2684 
2344 
1951 
1911 

Total All Percent 
Grades CB) CA/B) 

33993 7.9 
43546 5.4 
43084 4.5 
52958 3.6 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, Business statistics (various issues) 
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The SIC of sulfur uses (Table 2.17) provides information on 

the amounts of sulfur used in the pulpmill and paper products 

sector, SIC 26, 261. On average, over the years 1970 to 

present, this sector accounts for about 2.8 per cent of total 

US apparent sulfur consumption (the percentages for the 

selected years are: 1970: 3.5: 1975: 2.2: 1980: 2.8: 1985: 

2.6). No data are available for sulfur use in this sector for 

the year 1965. It is therefore assumed that the per cent of 

this sector's sulfur use to total apparent consumption, in 

1965, was comparable to that of 1970, i.e., 3.5 per cent. 

Thus, for 1965, sulfur consumed in this sector was 3.5 per 

cent of 8967000 short tons, or 313845 short tons. 

Sulfur embodied per ton of wood pulp produced by the 

sulfite process is simply: 

Tons of sulfur used/Tons of wood pulp produced 

The implied embodied sulfur per ton of the wood pulp for the 

selected years is given in Table 2.32. 

Finally, an estimate of the sulfur embodied in the traded 

wood pulp can be obtained by using the simple relationship: 

Embodied sulfur traded as wood pulp = 
Tons of wood pulp traded x Embodied sulfur/ton of pulp 

The US trade data for wood pulp produced by the sulfite 

process is given in Table 2.32. It is obvious that the US is 

a net importer of this type of wood pulp. By implication, the 

US is also a net importer of embodied sulfur. The net embodied 
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Table 2.32 Net Sulfur Imported as Wood PUlp, Sulfite Process, 
Selected Years (000 short tons) 

Wood PUlp Sulfur s/ton Wood PUlp Embodied 
Year Produced Used Wood PUlp Imports Exports Sulfur 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 

Sources: 

(1) ____ '2~ _____ (%) (3) Imoorts 

2684 
2344 
1951 
1911 

340 
393 
268 
346 

0.12 
0.17 
0.14 
0.20 

714 
535 
359 
427 

240 
394 
269 
348 

57 
24 
13 
16 

(1) U.S. Department of Commerce, aureau of Economic Analysis, Business statistics 
(2) U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook 
(3) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Statistics. 

I-' 
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sulfur imported as wood pulp for the selected years is also 

given in Table 2.32. 

(Note: Trade data for wood pulp, by grade, is not available 

for the year 1985. Therefore, no embodied sulfur traded is 

estimated for the year 1985). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

3.1 Net xmports of Embodied Copper 

126 

The estima~ion of embodied copper traded in the form of 

products, electrical products, major household 

appliances, machinery, construction, and industrial items, and 

transportation vehicles was done in Chapter Two. The net 

embodied copper imported into the u.s. in the form of these 

various products are presented below. 

3.1.1 As Kill Products 

Net U.S. imports of copper embodied in mill products are 

given in Table 3.1A. It is obvious from Figure 3.1 that net 

mill products imports has grown considerably since 1980. 

3.1.2 As Electrical Products 

Net U • s. imports of copper embodied in electrical 

products are given in Table 3.1B. From 1970 to 1985, the u.s. 

has been a net importer of copper in the form of electrical 

products (Figure 3.2). 

3.1.3 As Kajor Household Appliances 

Net U.S. imports of copper embodied in major household 

products is given in Table 3.1C. A generally increasing trend 

in net imports is obvious since 1975, with a steeper increase 

since 1980 (Figure 3.3). 



Table 3.1 Het ~mports of Embodied Copper (sbort tons) 

Het Xmported As: 
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A. semifinisbed Products (Wire mill, Brass mill, Powder 
products) 

Year Xmports Exports Het Xmports 

1965 82850 29800 53050 
1970 88250 33450 54800 
1975 85300 66200 19100 
1980 126900 141400 -14500 
1985 260650 90350 170300 

Source: Table 2.5C 

B. Electrical Products 

Year Xmports Exports Het Xmports 

1965 474503.6 9127.9 465375.7 
1970 111432.3 30254.9 81177.4 
1975 119431.1 29798.0 89633.1 
1980 298384.1 143479.8 154904.3 
1985 344927.8 107805.4 237122.4 

Source: Tables 2.8A, 2.8B. 

c. Major Housebold Appliances 

Year l:mDorts Exports Het l:mports 

1965 30085.6 3707.1 26378.5 
1970 42243.2 3852.6 38390.6 
1975 32961.1 7656.4 25304.7 
1980 51362.2 12185.8 39176.4 
1985 93911.1 4823.0 89088.1 

Source: Tables 2.11A, 2.11B. 
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Table 3.1, continued 

D. Kacbinery, construction, and Xndustrial Xtems 

Year Xmports Exports Net xmports 

1965 4163.5 21553.0 -17389.5 
1970 6759.1 14264.1 -7505.0 
1975 14952.9 29996.2 -15043.3 
1980 28962.9 37448.7 -8485.8 
1985 390056.1 34911.6 18767.9 

Source: Tables 2.14A, 2.14B 

E. Transportation Vebicles 

Year Xmports Exports Net Xmports 

1965 10456 3985 6471 
1970 38178 8128 30050 
1975 38705 18157 20548 
1980 45219 15372 29847 
1985 78530 16732 61798 

Source: Table 2.16 
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Figure 3.1 Net Xmports of Copper Embodied in Hill Products 
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Figure 3.2 Net Xmports of Copper Embodied in Electrical xtems 
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3.1.4 As Machinery, Construction, and Xndustrial items 

As recently as 1980, the u.s. has been a net exporter of 

copper embodied in machinery, construction, and industrial 

items (Table 3.1D, Figure 3.4). However, by 1985 the u.s. 

became a net embodied copper importer in the form of these 

products. 

3.1.5 As Transportation Vehicles 

The U. s. has been a net importer of transportation 

vehicles since 1965. The net imports of copper embodied in 

transportation vehicles are given in Table 3 .1E and plotted in 

Figure 3.5. 

3.1.6 Total Net Xmports of Embodied Copper 

The total net imports of copper into the us embodied in 

semifinished products, electrical products, major household 

appliances, machinery and construction items, and 

transportation items are given in Table 3.2. The trends of 

these indirect copper imports are shown in Figure 3.6. It is 

especially interesting to note that while the total net 

imports of embo~ied copper from 1965 to 1985 averaged about 

180 thousand short tons per year, since 1970, imports almost 

tripled from the 1970 level of about 200 thousand short tons 

to the 1985 level of 577 thousand short tons. 
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Figure 3.4 Net Xmports of Copper Embodied in Machinery, 
construction, and Xndustrial Xtems 
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Figure 3.5 Net Xmports of Copper Embodied in passenger 
Cars, Trucks, and Buses 
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Table 3.2 Total Net Xmports of Copper Embodied As 
semimanufactured, Electrical, Machinery, ConstructioD, Major 

Household Appliances, and Transportation xtems 

Year 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 

Total Net Xmports of Embodied Copper (short tons) 

533885.7 
196913.0 
139542.5 
200941.9 
577076.4 

Source: Table 3.1 
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3.2 Het Embodied Sulfur Exported 

The net embodied sulfur exported in the form of 

agricultural and industrial products was estimated in Chapter 

Two. 

3.2.1 As Agricultural Products 

The traded agricultural products comprised of 

fertilizers, grains, and livestock. Net embodied sulfur 

exported in the form of these products is given in Table 3.3, 

and shown in Figure 3.7 

3.2.2 As XDdustrial Products 

Embodied sulfur traded as products of the industrial 

sector (petroleum refining products, and pulpmill and paper 

products) is given in Table 3.4. Figure 3.8 shows the trend of 

exported sulfur. 

3.2.3 ~otal Het Embodied Sulfur Exported 

The total net exports of sulfur embodied in products of 

the agricultural and industrial sectors are given in Table 

3.5, and plotted in Figure 3.9. The magnitude of net exports 

of embodied sulfur and the growth trend over the period of 

study are significant. 
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Table 3.3 Net Exports of Sulfur Embodied in Aqricultural 
Products (short tons) 

Exported As 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Fertilizers 445504 612328 1459462 3423226 3865755 
Grains 306000 445000 689000 1222000 730000 
Livestock (40078) (82305) (43775) (62407) (149928) 

Total Sulfur 
Exported 711426 975023 2104687 4582819 4445827 

() Exports 
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Table 3." Net Export of sulfur Embodied in J:ndustrial Products 
(000 short tons) 

Year Refining 

1965 
1970 
1.975 
1980 
1985 

(-) net imports 
NA Not available 

65 
16 

-47 
-17 
-8 

woodPUlp 

-57 
-24 
-13 
-16 

NA 

Total 

8 
-8 

-60 
-33 
-8 
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~ablG 3~5 ~otal Net Exports of Embodied Sulfur for Selected 
Years (000 short tons) 

Year Agriculture Refining Wood ~lp '.rotal 

1965 711 65 (57) 719 
1970 975 16 (24) 967 
1975 2105 (47) (13) 2045 
1980 4583 (17) (16) 4550 
1985 4446 (8) NA 4438 

() Imports 
NA Not available 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ANALYSXS OF RESUL~S 

4.1 Apparent, Domestic u.s. copper consumption 

144 

The apparent US copper consumption data do not account 

for the indirect net imports of copper into the US in the form 

of copper-containing items. Table 3.2 shows the total U. S. net 

imports of embodied copper for the years 1965, i970, 1975, 

1980, and 1985. These copper imports are domestically 

consumed: thus addition of the net embodied imports to the 

domestic consumption data gives the actual US domestic copper 

consumption. Table 4.1 provides a comparison of the two 

consumption measures: 

1. Apparent consumption (USBOM data), and 

2. Domestic consumption (this research) 

where, 

Domestic consumption = 
Apparent consumption + Net imports of embodied copper 

The respective copper consumption measures are plotted in 

Figure 4.1. For comparison, consumption trends with trade in 

copper base scrap are shown in Figure 4.2. 

4.1.1 Apparent, Domestic us Copper Xntensity of Use 

As with consumption, two lU measures can be 

differentiated: 

1. Apparent lU, based on apparent consumption data, 
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Table 4.1 Domestic US Copper consumption (000 short tons) 

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Apparent consumption: 
2039 2089 1617 2398 2364 

Net Copper Imported As: 
Copper-base Scrap -63 -79 -84 -121 -194 
Mill Products 53 55 19 -15 170 
Electrical Prdct. 465 81 90 155 237 
Home Appliances 26 38 25 39 89 
Cars, Trucks, Buses 7 30 21 30 62 
Machinery -17 -8 -15 . -8 19 

Net Total Embodied Copper Imported: 
534 197 140 201 577 

Net Total Embodied Copper Imported, with Trade in Copper-base scrap: 
471 118 56 80 383 

Domestic US Copper consumption: 
2573 2286 1757 2599 2941 

Domestic US Copper Consumption, with Trade in copper-base Scrap: 
2510 2207 1673 2478 2747 

Source: Apparent Copper consumption: USBOM, Mineral Yearbook (various issues). 
Net Embodied Copper Imports: Tables 3.1, 3.2 
Net Exports of Copper-base Scrap: Copper Supply and Consumption, CDA 

(Annual). 
Domestic US Copper Consumption = 

Apparent Consumption + Net Imports of Embodied Copper 
I-' 
~ 
U1 
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Figure 4.1 Apparent, Domestic u.s. copper consumption 
without scrap Trade 
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Figure 4.2 Apparent, Domestic ~.So copper consumption 
with scrap Trade 
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Apparent IU = Apparent Consumption/GNP, and 

2. Domestic IU, based on dOhlsstic consumption data, 

Domestic IU = Domestic Consumption/GNP 

The discrepancy between these two IUmeasures is attributed to 

the net imports of embodied copper. Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3 

show the time distribution of these two measures. Figure 4.4 

shows these patterns when trade in copper base scrap is 

included in the analysis, giving apparent IU and domestic IU. 

4.2 Forecasting Domestic US Copper consumption 

If the objective is to estimate the amount of copper 

domestically consumed in any given year, it is obvious from 

the preceding results that ignoring indirect copper imports 

into the US misrepresents domestic consumption and generally 

will lead to biased estimates. Since the determination of the 

net embodied copper imported into the US has been undertaken 

for only five points in time (1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, and 

1985), it is clear that any forecasting based upon these five 

da'ta points. is at best a rough approximation because of 

incomplete data. Examination of the copper consumption trends 

in Figure 4.1 (apparent consumption, embodied consumption, and 

domestic consumption) reveals a dramatic trough in the 

apparent consumption and domestic consumption patterns for the 

year 1975. This pattern seems to reflect the first oil shock 

and the subsequent general slowdown in overall economic 
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Table 4.2 Domestic US Copper Intensity of Use (000 short tons/billions 1982$) 

Year Apparent XU Domestic XU 

1965 0.977 1.233 (1.203) 
1970 0.865 0.946 (0.914) 
1975 0.600 0.652 (0.621) 
1980 0.752 0.815 (0.777) 
1985 0.655 0.815 (0.761) 

Note: Apparent IU = Apparent Consumption/GNP 
Domestic IU = Domestic Consumption/GNP, where, 
Domestic Consumption = Apparent Consumption + Net Embodied Copper Imported 
( ) = Domestic IU with trade in copper base scrap 

Source: Apparent consumption, Domestic Consumption: Table 4.1 
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Figure 4.3 Apparent, Domestic u.s. Copper xntensity of Use 
without Scrap Trade 
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activity, coupled with more efficient use of energy and 

materials. 

For the purpose of comparison with the available apparent 

US copper consumption data forecasts for 1990, and 1995, it is 

desirable to forecast domestic copper consumption for these 

two years (where domestic copper consumption is a net sum of 

the apparent consumption and embodied consumption). To 

forecast the domestic US copper consumption (with and without 

trade in copper base scrap), three approaches are followed: 

1. Combine separate forecasts of apparent consumption, 

and embodied consumption: forecasted domestic consumption is 

simply the sum of the two separate forecasts, 

2. Forecast domestic US copper consumption directly from 

the observed trend (Figures 4.1, 4.2), and 

3. Forecast domestic US copper IU from the trend in 

Figures 4.3, 4.4 and from that get an estimate of the implied 

domestic copper consumption (Consumption = IU x GNP). 

[It should be noted that all of these three approaches have a 

common limitation, notably scarcity of data points. However, 

the primary purpose of this work is to establish the 

methodology which can be much improved upon with the 

availabilty of more data points]. 

Approach 1 

Apparent US copper consumption for the years 1990, 1995 

was f.o:recast using Jeon' s copper model (1989): 
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D = 96. 5152Yt31811n~'t;;.2339 

where, 

y = per capita GNP, 

~ = total factor productivity (proxy for technology) 

As defined by Kendrick (1980, 1984), total factor productivity 

(TFP) is a ratio of net output (GNP) to a weighted combination 

of labor and capital inputs. Jeon (1989) forecast TFP by a 

learning measure: 

where, 

Y = cumula tive per capi ta GNP 

Use of this model implies apparent consumption (in 000 short 

tons) of 3023.9 in 1990, and 3452.6 in 1995. 

To estimate the net embodied copper imported in 1990, and 

1995, the average growth rate for the 1975-1980 and 

1980-1985 periods is used. This is because between 1975-1980 

the net imports of embodied copper grew at a relatively modest 

rate (7.5%), while the rate increased dramatically for the 

1980-1985 period (23.5%). Th~ average of these two periods 

(15.5%) would probably provide ~ more reasonable rate for the 

next ten years than any single rate. This approach also 

assumes no structural change. By using the average growth rate 

of 15.5%, the net embodied copper imports are 1185.5 and 
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2384.4 thousand short tons for 1990 and 1995, respectively. 

Thus the domestic US copper consumption forecasts (in 000 

short tons) are: 

For 1990: 

3023.9 + 1185.5 = 4209.4, and 

For 1995: 

3452.6 + 2384.4 = 5837.0 

If trade in copper base scrap is included in the analysis, 

then the implied domestic consumption forecasts (in 000 short 

tons) are: 

For 1990: 

3023.9 + 1185.5 - 311.0 = 3898.4, and 

For 1995: 

3452.6 + 2384.4 - 498.7 = 5338.3 

Copper base scrap net exports grew at 9.9% over the 1980-1985 

period (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1). The above results are obtained 

by applying the same rate of growth in the 1990s, and by using 

the estimated net embodied copper imports (above) for 1990 and 

1995. 

Approach 2 

Domestic copper consumption (apparent plus embodied) grew 

at an average rate of 2.5% for the 1980-1985 period (see 

Figure 4.1). Applying the same rate of growth for the 1985-

1990, and 1990-1995 periods implies domestic copper 

consumption (in 000 short tons) of: 



3327.5 in 1.990, and 

3764.8 in 1.995. 

1.55 

If trade in copper base scrap is included in the analysis, the 

following domestic copper consumption forecasts (000 short 

tons) are obtained: 

3045.2 in 1.990, and 

3375.4 in 1.995. 

with trade in copper base scrap, the domestic copper 

consumption for the 1.980-1.985 period grew at an average rate 

of 2.08% (Figure 4.2). 

Approach 3 

Examination of Figure 4.3 indicates that the domestic 

copper IU has stabilized since 1.980 at 0.81.5 (000 short 

tons/billions 1.982$). Assuming this stabilization will 

continue into the 1.990s, the implied domestic copper 

consumption forecasts (000 short tons) are: 

In 1.990 = 3788.9, and 

In 1.995 = 4474.7 

If trade in copper base scrap is included in the analysis, the 

implied domestic copper consumption forecasts (000 short tons) 

are: 

In 1.990 = 3463.4, and 

In 1.995 = 4002.5 

with trade in copper base scrap, the domestic copper IU has 

declined over the 1.980-1.985 period from 0.777 to 0.761. (see 
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Table 4.2, Figure 4.4). The above forecasts were obtained by 

assuming the same rate of decline of the domestic IU for the 

1.985-1.990 and 1.990-1.995 periods 0 The implied IUs are 0.745 

(1.990) and 0.729 (1.995). 

The different forecasting approaches and their respective 

. implications for domestic copper consumption for the years 

1.990 and 1.995 are shown in Table 4.3. 

#..3 Apparent U.S. Sulfur consumption, IU 

Apparent U.S. sulfur consumption (Figure 4.5) shows a 

strong upward trend from the 1.950s to the late 1.970s, after 

which consumption seems ,to level off. The IU calculated from 

apparent consumption is shown in Figure 4.6. 

Four models were fit the apparent sulfur IU. These models 

were: 

- lognormal using GNPPC 

- lognormal using time 

- simple translog, and 

- simple linear time trend 

Further, apparent sulfur consumption data were fitted by using 

the translog model, and the Gompertz curve. Table 4.4 shows 

the performance of these different models in terms of their 

respective average absolute errors (AAE), where 



~able 4.3 Domestic US Copper consumption Forecasts 
(000 short tons) 

Forecasting Model 1990 

Apparent Consumption plus net embodied 
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1995 

copper imports (without scrap trade) 4209.4 5837.0 
Apparent Consumption plus net embodied 

copper imports (with scrap trade) 3898.4 5338.3 

Domestic Copper consumption 
(without scrap trade; 3327.5 3764.8 

Domestic Copper Consumption 
(with scrap trade) 3045.2 3375.4 

Domestic Copper Intensity of Use 
(without scrap trade) 3788.9 4474.7 

Domestic Copper Intensity of Use 
(with scrap trade) 3463.4 4002.5 
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Figure 4.5 Apparent U.S. Sulfur consumption 
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Tab1e 4.4 Apparent U.S Sulfur consumption Models 

Mo4e1 

Gompertz demand model 
Translog demand model 
Lognormal IU model (GNPPC) 
Lognormal IU model (time) 
Simple translog IU model 
Simple Linear Time trend IU model 

0.057 
0.045 
0.130 
0.054 
0.048 
0.065 

Note: AAE is calculated on the basis of the observed data 
points. 
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ME = t I ( Actualj - Fittedj ) lin 
,j_" Actual j . 

(n is the number of observations). It is obvious that the 

translog demand model outperforms all other models in terms of 

having the lowest AAE. 

The translog demand model is of the form: 

where, 

d = per capita sulfur consumption 

y = per capita GNP 

T = time (used as proxy for tech~ology) 

The IU estimated from this model is simply: 

IU = D/GNP 

where, 

D = total sulfur consumption (or d x population) 

Actual and apparent U.S. sulfur consumption and IU, using the 

translog model, are plotted in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 

respectively. 

4.3.1 Domestic u.s. Sulfur consumption 

Apparent sulfur consumption data, which ignores the 

embodied sulfur traded as products does not actually represent 

the domestic consumption pattern, simply because the embodied 

consumption is ignored. Since the u.S. is a net sulfur 
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exporter in terms of agricultural and industrial products, the 

apparent consumption data actually overstates the domestic 

consumption pattern. 

Apparent sulfur consumption data can be adjusted 

accordingly to account for indirect sulfur trade. The new 

consumption measure, the domestic sulfur consumption, is 

simply: 

Apparent consumption - Net embodied sulfur exported 

The result of this adjustment for the years 1965, 1970, 1975, 

1980, and 1985 is given in Table 4.5, and shown in Figure 4.9. 

4.3.2 Domestic u.s. Sulfur xu 

The IU estimate depends on the consumption data 

originally employed in the analysis. IU estimated from the 

available USBOM consumption data is calculated on the basis of 

apparent consumption. Since the apparent u.s. sulfur 

consumption is overstated, the resulting IU calculated from 

this data base also is biased. The adjusted IU, domestic 

sulfur IU, is calculated on the basis of the domestic sulfur 

consumption data, and is simply: 

IU domestic = Domestic consumption/GNP 

Since the two consumption measures, apparent and domestic, 

are different, the resulting IUs also will be different (Table 

4. 5). Figure 4. 10 shows trends of apparent and domestic IU for 

selected years (1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985). It is obvious 
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Year 

1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 

GNP 

Table 4.5 Apparent, Domestic u.s. sulfur consumption, and 
Intensity of Use, Selected Years 

consumption Net Bmbo4ie4 consumption IU 
($D, 1982) Apparent Exports Domestic Apparent 

'000 s.t! ,000 s.t! ,000 s.t) 
(1) (2) (3) (4)=(2)-(3) (5)=:=(2)/(1) 

2087.6 8939 719 8220 4.28 
2416.2 10230 973 9257 4.23 
2695.0 11875 2045 9830 4.41 
3187.1 15059 4550 10509 4.73 
3607.5 13195 4438 8757 3.66 

IU 
Domestic 

(6)=(4)/(1) 

3.94 
3.83 
3.65 
3.29 
2.43 
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m 
U1 
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that the currently employed (appar~nt) IU measure overstates 

the actual IU. This observation is not unexpected, since the 

apparent sulfur consumption data actually 'counts' exported 

embodied sulfur as domestically consumed. 

4.4 Disaggregating Domestic Sulfur consumption 

Domestic U. s. sulfur consumption is obtained by analyzing 

the apparent consumption trend and the net embodied sulfur 

exported pattern. Thus: 

Actual domestic sulfur consumption = 
Apparent consumption - (Net embodied sulfur exported 

as agricultural products + Net embodied sulfur exported 

as industrial products) 

It is clear from the results presented in Chapter Three that 

domestic sulfur consumption is much less than that commonly 

reported by the USBOM as apparent consumption. The discrepancy 

between the actual domestic consumption measure and the 

apparent consumption measure is due to the neglect of the . 
embodied sulfur exported as agricultural and industrial 

products. 

u.s. embodied sulfur exports have been rapidly 

increasing since the mid-seventies (Table 3.5, Figure 3.9). 

The ratio of net embodied sulfur exported to u.s. apparent 

sulfur consumption has also been on the rise for the same 

period (Figure 4.11). It should be emphasized that the 
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magnitude of these 'indirect and otherwise obscured' sulfur 

exports is not miniscule and that their omission from the 

national sulfur - consumption statistics resul ts in a gross 

overestimation of domestic sulfur consumption. 

Observed US sulfur consumption patterns for the 

respective components, apparent and embodied, are shown in 

Figure 4.12. The net sum of these two sectors denotes the 

domestic consumption trend. Examination of the plots reveals 

three interesting observations: 

1. A generally increasing apparent consumption trend from 

1965 to 1980, with a slight drop between 1980 - 1985; 

2. A rapidly increasing net embodied sulfur export trend 

from 1960 to 1980, stabili~ing thereafter; 

3. A generally stable domestic consumption pattern: 

While it is true, empirically, that apparent US sulfur 

consumption has been generally increasing, it is also true 

that this does not imply that domestic consumption of sulfur 

has been increasing: rather the indirect and embodied sulfur 

exports have contributed much to this increased apparent 

consumption pattern. In fact, as data in Table 4.6 reveal, by 

1985 more than one-third of the total US apparent sulfur 

consumption was exported: thus, the significance of the export 

market. 
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Figure 4.12 Disaggregated Apparent U.S. Sulfur Consumption 
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Table 4.6 Net Exports of Embodied Sulfur as Percent of 
Apparent Sulfur consumption 

Year Net Exports Apparent consumption Percent 

1965 719 8939 8.04 
1970 973 10230 9.48 
1975 2045 11875 17.23 
1980 4550 15059 30.21 
1985 4438 13195 33.63 
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4.5 Forecasting u.s. Domestic Sulfur Consumption 

A basic assumption in any study which attempts to 

'forecast' future mineral demand/consumption patterns of a 

nation is that the previous (base) demand and economic trends 

will continue to operate in the forecast period. Since future 

economic and technologic conditions are, in fact, uncertain 

the forecast is simply a gross estimate which is useful for 

planning and policy considerations. As the forecast period 

becomes longer, the reliability of the estimate becomes more 

questionable. It is also important that the data base used in 

the forecasting technique covers a considerable time span. 

While the objective of this dissertation is not 

specifically to forecast the future U.S. sulfur consumption 

pattern, it is worthwhile to obtain a rough estimate of this 

forecast for the years 1990 and 1995, taking into 

consideration the amounts of embodied sulfur exports. 

To estimate future domestic U.s. sulfur consumption, it 

is necessary to forecast: 

1. Apparent consumption, and 

2. Net embodied sulfur exports 

The algebraic sum of these sectors gives the domestic 

consumption measure. Alternatively, a forecast estimate of the 

domestic us sulfur consumption can be directly obtained by 

fitting an appropriate mathematical model to: 

3. The domestic us sulfur consumption pattern (Figure 
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4.9), or 

4. The domestic US sulfur IU pattern (Figure 4.10). 

In addition, it is also necessary to have an estimate of GNP 

and population for the forecast years (1990, 1995). Roberts' 

(1985) GliP and population models are employed: 

Pop = 204.9 (1 + 0.0130391)t 

t = 0, 1970 

GNP = 1085.6 (1.0 + 0.033851)t 

t = 0, 1970 

(Population is in millions, GNP is in billions of 1972$) 

By using these models: 

Thus: 

Population: 

GNP: 

(1990) = 265.5 

(1990) = 4648.9 

,(1995) = 283.3 

(1995) = 5490.4 

(GNP is in billions of 1982$) 

GNPPC: (1990) = 17.51 (1995) = 19.38 

An estimate of u.s. apparent sulfur consumption for the 

years 1990, 1995 is obtained by using the trans log demand 

model developed in Chapter Three. Use of this model implies: 

Apparent consumption (1990) = 15988.4 

Apparent Consumption (1995) = 15190.1 

(in 000 short tons) 

Deducting the relevant forecast of the net embodied sulfur 

exports from the forecast apparent consumption estimate will 

provide an estimate of the domestic (forecast) estimate of the 
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domestic sulfur consumption for the relevant years. Thus: 

Domestic sulfur consumption (t) = Apparent sulfur 

consumption (t) - Net embodied sulfur e~~crts (t) 

The net embodied sulfur exports for the years 1990, 1995 are 

forecast by using information given in Figure 4.11. 

Examination of this plot reveals that the net embodied sulfur 

exports/apparent consumption trend ratio can be approximated 

by a simple growth curve. The logistic curve, which is used to 

represent the simple growth curve, is of the form: 

This model assumes an upper asymptote (K). Different asymptote 

values were employed to determine which value would give the 

best overall fit for the available data. The values of K = 

38.0, 40.0, 42.0, and 45.0 were used to fit the data (Tables 

4.7 A-D). Ba~ed on the average absolute errors of the observed 

period (1965 - 1985), the value of K = 45 seemed to have the 

lowest AAE. Use of this model implies that the net embodied 

sulfur exports in 1990 will be 39 percent of the 1990 

apparent sulfur consumption: and in 1995 will be 41.87 percent 

of the 1.995 apparent sulfur consumption. Thus, the net 

embodied sulfur exports (000 short tons): 

1990: 15988.4 x 0.39 = 6235.5 

1995: 15190.1 x 0.42 = 6379.8 

Thus '0 domestic (forecast) sulfur consumption for the years 
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-rable 4.7A Het Exports of Embodied Sulfur as a Percent of 
Apparent consumption (Logistic Curve Hodel, It = 38) 

Year Percent Fitted Error 

1965 8.04 5.98 0.26 
1970 9.48 12.11 0.28 
1975 17.23 20.50 0.19 
1980 30.21 28.34 0.06 
1985 33.63 33.45 0.005 

Average Abso1ute Error (Observed Period) = 0.159 
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Tele 4.7B Net Exports of Embodied Sulfur as a Percent of 
Apparent consumption (Logistic Curve Hodel, K = 40) 

Year Percent Fitted Error 

1965 8.04 6.26 0.22 
1970 9.48 12.01 0.27 
1975 17.23 19.92 0.16 
1980 30.21 27.85 0.08 
1985 33.63 33.65 0.001 

Average Absolute Error (Observed Period) = 0.146 
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Table 4.7C Net Exports of Embodied Sulfur as a Percent of 
Apparent consumption (Logistic curve model, K = 42) 

Year Percent Fitted Error 

1965 8.04 6.45 0.20 
1970 9.48 11.94 0.26 
1975 17.23 19.53 0.13 
1.980 30.21 27.53 0.09 
1985 33.63 33.86 0.007 

Average Absolute Error (Observed period) = 0.137 
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Table 4.7D Net Exports of Embodied Sulfur as a Percent of 
Apparent consumption (Logistic curve Hodel, It = 45) 

Year Paz-cent Fitted Error 

1965 8.04 6.62 0.18 
1970 9.48 11.81 0.25 
1975 17.23 19.06 0.11 
1980 30.21 27.12 0.10 
1985 33.63 34.11 0.01 

Average Absolute Error (Observed Period) = 0.13 

Forecast Percent: 

1990: 39.0 1995: 41.87 

r. 
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1990, 1995 are simply: 

1990: 15988.4 - 6235.5 = 9752.9 

1995: 15190.1 - 6379.8 = 8810.3 

(in thousand short tons) 

For comparison, the other two approaches to forecasting 

domestic sulfur consumption (3 and 4 above) were analyzed. 

Visual inspection of the domestic US sulfur consumption trends 

(Figure 4.9) suggests a normal curve model as the appropriate 

mathematical model to fit the data (1965 -1985). 

Note: This model and the others following it are estimated on 

the basis of only a few data points (four or five points). As 

such, there is insufficient data to obtain a reliable model to 

be used for • forecasting' purposes. However, the trend 

described by these few points is taken as a representative 

pattern. 

The estiTIlated normal model for the actual US sulfur 

consumption, using y (GNPPC) as the independent variable is: 

K -.1 (1::J!.)2 
d = ---e 2 0 

a,J2Tt 

where: 

K = 440.9~ 0=3.72 J.L = 12.6 

Alternatively, the normal model using time as the independent 

variable is: 
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d= 

where: 

K=403.8 0=3.42 J.L=1.69 

And the domestic sulfur consumption forecasts using the normal 

curve model (with y) are: 

1990 = 5254.2 1995 = 2543.8 

And, with t: 

1990 = 7829.6 1995 = 6030.8 

(thousand short tons) 

The domestic US sulfur IU was also forecast. Visual 

examination of the plots in Figure 4.10 indicates that a 

simple linear time trend as a possible trend model for 

domestic US sulfur IU for the years 1975, 1980, and 1985: 

Domestic IU = 5.567 - 0.61t 

(-4.06) 

Adjusted R squared = 0.932 

(t=3, 1975; =4, 1980; =5, 1985) 

Use of this model implies: 

Domestic IU: 1990 = 1.91 1995 = 1.297 

with the 1990 and 1995 GNP forecast from Roberts I model 

(1985), the domestic sulfur consumption can be estimated. 

Thus: 

Domestic consumption = Domestic IU x GNP 



Domestic consumption: 1990 = 8879.4 

(thousand short tons) 
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1995 = 7137.5 

In summary, the domestic u.s. sulfur consumption, for the 

years 1990 and 1995 were forecast by using the following 

models: 

1. Directly from the translog model (apparent 

consumption) and the growth curve model (net embodied sulfur 

exports) , 

2. Directly from the normal curve model (domestic 

consumption), 

3. Indirectly from the simple linear time trend model of 

domestic IU. 

The results and comparisons of these different approaches are 

summarized in Table 4.8 



Table 4.8 Forecasts of Domestic Sulfur Consumption 
1990, 1995 (000 short tons) 

Forecast Basis 

Apparent consumption* less 
Embodied Exports 

Domestic Per Capita u.s. 
consumption (GNPPC) 

Domestic Per Capita u.s. 
consumption (Time) 

Domestic Intensity of Use 

* Apparent consumption model: 
(translog forecast) 

population forecast (million) 
GNPPC forecast (000) 
Technology (time as proxy) 

. .,. 

1990 

9752.9 

5254.2 

7829.6 
8879.4 

15988.4 
265.5 
17.51 
31.0 
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1995 

8825.4 

2543.8 

6030.8 
7137.5 

15190.1 
283.3 

19.38 
36.0 
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CHAPTER Fl:VE 

l:KPLXCATl:ONS OF THE STUDY 

5.1 policy Issues and the Future of the U.S. Copper Industry 

The results of this study suggest the following: 

1. The US continues to consume large quantities of 

copper, although increasing amounts of the copper consumed 

domestically (either in raw, semimanufactured, or manufactured 

form) are of foreign source. 

2. A significant amount of copper consumed domestically 

is not accounted for in the national consumption statistics, 

such as those compiled by the USBOM. This is the 'embodied 

copper cODf';umption', i. e., net copper imports into the US 

embodied in finished and semifinished manufactured goods. 

3. Net imports of copper embodied in finished and 

semifinished goods has been increasing since 1975, amd more 

rapidly so since 1980 (Figure 4.1). 

4.From 1970-1980 the percentage of apparent U.S. copper 

consumption that consists of net imports of embodied copper 

had been fairly steady at about 8.8% (Table 4. 1). However, the 

percentage increased dramatically to almost 25% in 1985, 

implying that almost one-fourth of the 1985 domestic US copper 

consumption was not accounted for. The net embodied copper 

imported in 1985 totalled 577 thousand short tons, not an 

insignificant amount. 
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5. Since the US is a major net importer of a variety of 

copper containing goods (Tables 2.5-2.16), the copper 

contained in these imported products constitutes part of the 

domestic copper consumption. It is thus necessary to estimate 

the magnitude of the net imports of copper to the US in the 

form of these products so that a more representative domestic 

copper consumption trend can be obtained. Thus: 

Domestic US copper consumption = 

Apparent copper consumption + Net embodied copper imported, 

where, 

Net embodied copper imported = 
Embodied copper imported - Embodied copper exported. 

6. Contrary to the apparent copper consumption data, the 

domestic copper consumption data implies an increase in US 

copper consumption from 1975 to 1985. At the same time, the 

domestic US copper intensity of use has been rather stable 

since 1980; this stands in contrast to the widely accepted 

notion that the US copper intensity of use has declined over 

the same period (but see Hutchison and Tilton, ~987). 

with 18% of the world's copper reserve base, the US has 

the capacity of being largely self sufficient in copper. 

However, in previous years, the availability of surplus 

supplies of low priced copper from overseas markets has had a 

debilitating effect on domestic copper mines. According to the 

USBOM (Minerals Yearbook, 1986), US import reliance for 
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refined copper reached 28% in 1.985, compared to an import 

reliance of 1% as recently as 1982. 

Analysis of indirect us copper trade indicates that the 

US is a net importer of copper in the form of mill products, 

electrical products, major household appliances, and 

transportation items (Table 4.1). The US, until 1980, was a 

net exporter of machinery products (construction, industrial 

and mining). This, however, changed by 1.985 when the US became 

a net importer of copper in the form of machinery products. It 

is especially obvious from these trends (Figures 3.1.-3.5) that 

indirect net copper imports to the US have generally been 

increasing with drastic jumps for all sectors during the 1980-

1985 period. In fact, the aggregate net total copper imported 

has more than doubled from 1980 to 1985 (Table 4.1.). 

The US copper mining industry is one of the largest 

mineral industries in the US. Although the US has long been 

the world' s largest copper producer, its once leading strength 

has been gradually diminishing as numerous other foreign 

producers have significantly increased their production. The 

study implies t-~at the US continues to be a significant copper 

consumer, even though an increasingly significant share of the 

domestically consumed copper (in the form of metal and '-, 

products) is not US--produced, the US share of the world' s 

copper production has declined over the past several years, 

and f,oreign sources for copper and copper products have become 
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increasingly important. The obvious casualties of this 

increased dependence on overseas suppliers of copper and the 

relevant copper containing products are the domestic copper 

industry and the domestic manufacturing industry as a whole. 

Supplies of low priced copper from overseas markets and the 

great influx of copper and other mineral intensive products 

from imports are gradually replacing the traditional domestic 

sources. 

The forecasting results from the three basic models or 

approaches (Table 4.3) are presented simply to show what might 

be done were the data adequate and available. If one or more 

are accepted, they may be compared with the line item in Table 

4.1: Domestic U. S. copper consumption. Only the first approach 

explicitly forecasts embodied net imports. These are 28% and 

41% of 1990 and 1995 domestic copper consumption, 

respectively. 

The first approach yields by far the highest projected 

increase in u. s. domestic copper consumption and U. s. apparent 

copper consumption. If the second forecasting approach is 

used, subtracting forecast net embodied imports from the 

forecast of domestic consumption yields a reduction in 

apparent c~nsumption from 1985 levels (Table 4.1) for both 

1990 and 1995. Use of the third forecasting model and then 

subtracting forecast net embodied imports yields a small 

increase in apparent consumption in 1990 (compared to 1985), 
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with a decrease by 1995. If this general trend continues, if 

either of the lower copper forecasts can be validated by 

better or more complete data, the already reduced number of 

domestic primary copper producers will face serious problems. 

It is a decreasing domestic manufacturing sector, rather 

than decreasing domestic consumption or non-competitive 

domestic mines, mills and smelters, that has reduced the role 

of the domestic mining industry.· Between 1980 and 1985, 

apparent u. s. copper consumption remained almost constant, 

while net embodied imports more than doubled, and net scrap 

exports rose 60%. Compared with the apparent IU and domestic 

consumption data, the net embodied import data imply a 

deindustrialization of the u.s. copper consuming industries, 

a failure to meet domestic final consumption increases. Net 

copper scrap exports, which exceed 25% of non-electrical 

apparent consumption, supports this hypothesis. Most of the 

scrap is not of sufficient purity for conversion to electrical 

use, but the U. s. costs of reprocessing for the non-electrical 

sectors cannot be more than those of the foreign scrap 

processors plus freight. Some of the increasing volume of 

exported scrap will return as embodied copper imports. The 

lack of domestic copper reprocessing capacity, in contrast to 

the development of scrap-based steel mini-mills and the 

reprocessing of aluminum scrap, may be attributed to the lack 

of demand by u.s. copper using fabricators. 
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The reduced role of domestic copper fabrication weakens 

the linkage from domestic mine to domestic consumer; long-run 

mine profitability is less certain. The analysis of these 

problems, as well as analyses of benefits and impacts of 

conjectural changes in copper trade relations, depends on an 

ability to identify and evaluate embodied trade. Similarly, 

the domestic implications of demand forecasts differ depending 

on the source of supply and the identification of the sources 

by industry component. 

The domestic copper industry faces tough foreign 

competition as well as restricted overseas markets for US 

products. US mill products are not allowed to compete freely 

in world markets; there are a number of tariffs and non-tariff 

barriers to US manufactured products, thus asymmetric trade 

patterns (Newcomb, 1983). The late 1970s and early 1980s were 

especially hard on the US copper producers. The combined 

effects of the strong US dollar, high interest rates, 

declining domestic demand, asymmetric trade patterns, the ever 

increasing high US labor costs as well as environmental 

compliance costs have proved insurmountable for some domestic 

copper producers. It is important to note that the policy 

directives -be they tariffs or otherwise- which are designed 

to restrict imports in order to help the domestic ind\lstry, do 

not capture or consider the imports/~xports of copper 

contained in finished and semifinished manufactured products. 
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For the restrictive policies to be fully functional, it is 

necessary and indeed prerequisite to delineate and analyze the· 

major trade in copper intensive products so that a more 

precise accounting of the direct and indirect copper flows 

into the u.s. can be determined. Short of this detailed 

product by product approach, only part of the problem which 

faces the u.s. copper industry is addressed. 

5.2 Policy Xssues and FUture of u.s. Sulfur Xndustry 

The domestic u.s. sulfur consumption pattern is strongly 

dependent on two factors: 

1. The level of agricultural production in the U. S. , 

specifically the domestic use of phosphatic fertilizers, and 

2. The level of U.S. agricultural exports, especially 

the phosphatic fertilizers and grains to overseas ~arkets. 

The inclusion of embodied consumption of sulfur into the 

apparent u.s. sulfur consumption pattern implies the 

following: 

1. That the currently employed apparent consumption data 

base overstates actual domestic sulfur consumption (Figure 

4.9) 

2. The magnitude of the net exports of embodied sulfur -

as agricultural and industrial products - has been rapidly 

increasing since the mid-seventies (Figure 4.12) 

3. The percentage of total us apparent sulfur consumption 
,', 
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that consists of sulfur embodied in exported products has also 

been on the rise for the same period (Figure 4.11) 

4. Actual US domestic sulfur consumption has not changed 

much since the mid-1960s (Figure 4.12). This is in contrast to 

the widely-accepted notion that the domestic sulfur 

consumption trend has been on the rise since the 1960s. 

The forecasts agree on one point: domestic consumption of 

sulfur is falling and barring a structural change will 

continue to do so through 1995. Forecasting implies a 

continuation of the structural basis. For embodied sulfur 

demand this refers to trade in fertilizers, grains, livestock r 

petroleum and pulpmill products. Trade in these items is 

subj ect to both market and non-market factors. The former 

refer to relative prices and changes in the exchange rate. The 

prices 'JI:lay be open-market or conditioned by subsidies and 

taxes. The exchange rates may be fr~ely adjusting or they may 

be conditioned by relative inflation rates. Non-market factors 

include such interventions as tariffs and quotas for goods and 

currency restrictions or fixtures for exchange rates. The 

ability of the u.s. government or the domestic sulfur industry 

to use these factors to manipulate the embodied sulfur trade 

sector is strictly limited. 

There may, however, be some offsetting influences on 

domestic demand. For agriculture, these include such direct 

and indirect subsidies as purchase programs, and direct 
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relief. Presumably, these increase fertilizer demand, though 

acreage removal does not. It must be assumed, however, that 

the incidence of the subsidy or tax relief remains with the 

producer and is not shifted to the productive factors, 

primarily land rents. USAID programs increase foreign grain 

and fertilizer demand by pa1titioning markets which permit 

additional sales at discriminatory lower prices. 

It is not clear that any program will maintain increasing 

u.s. apparent sulfur consumption. with embodied sulfur exports 

at more than 33% of that consumption, and forecast to rise to 

42%, with domestic intensity of use now steadily falling, it 

is obvious that sulfur producers cannot be indifferent to a 

considerable set of traded final goods and the conditions of 

their trade. 

The impact will be differentially distributed among the 

types of domestic sulfu:!' producers. The least vulnerable are 

those recovered sulfur producers (e.g., oil refineries and 

sour natural gas conditioning plants) who produce elemental 

sulfur byxeduction. Almost most of their output is a non

discretionary response to air pollution control or product 

standards: surplus production can be cheaply stored (vatted), 

while production costs are properly assigned to the primary 

product. 

Saleable sulfur recovered by oxidation is usually in the 

acid form. As the output is non-discretionary, the production 
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costs may be assigned to the primary product, but storage and 

transport costs are high: both are subject to limited 

capacity. As a result, the acid price may be heavily 

discounted, it floors the market supply where its price 

affects all other producers • 

. Discretionary (mined) elemental sulfur must generate 

revenues sufficient to cover costs. Inventory control may 

smooth short-run production/sales imbalances (the control 

itself has delayed market impacts), but in the long-run Frasch 

sulfur is the swing producer, bearing the brunt of sulfur 

demand shifts. 

Increased sulfur exports, recorded or embodied, create 

differential producer benefits based on location and sulfur 

form. Compared to acid, elemental sulfur, both recovered and 

Frasch, is generally better located and cheaper to transport. 

southwestern acid producers have· little to gain until 

shortages develop. Recovered sulfur producer supplies are 

price-inelastic. Like the Frasch producers, however, much of 

their supplies are located in or near the Gulf of Mexico, with 

easy access to the dominant phosphate market near Tampa and 

the Gulf Coast sulfur and acid export ports. 

It is important to note that the export sector of the 

market has gained significant importance over the last twenty 

years or so. The increase in exports of the sulfur

using/employing products, specifically the agricultural 
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products (including fertilizers and grains) has been a major, 

if not the single most important cause of this increased 

apparent consumption trend. It is obvious that the u.s. sulfur 

consumption is closely linked to, and dependent on, the demand 

for these relevant sulfur- using/employing products in the 

overseas markets. Should demand for these products fall in the 

overseas markets, this will undoubtedly result in a decline in 

u.s. apparent sulfur consumption. It is therefore important 

for policy makers to study the significance of the relevant 

overseas markets when analyzing the future u.s. sulfur 

requirements and domestic sulfur supply sources. 
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CHAPTER SXX 

CONCLUSXON 

The embodied consumption of u.s. copper and sulfur and 

implications for intensity of use estimation and forecasting 

were examined. The study found that indirect U. S. imports 

(exports) of copper (sulfur) were significant; their omission 

from domestic consumption statistics grossly underestimate 

(overestimate) domestic copper (sulfur) consumption patterns. 

As a result of this bias in consumption data, the U.S copper 

intensity of use is understated, while that of sulfur is 

overstated. 

For copper, specific products of copper end uses 

(electrical, machinery, construction, industrial, consumer 

durables, and transportation) were analyzed. This, in addition 

to semimanufactured copper mill products, which inc.lude wire 

mill products, brass mill products, and copper powder 

products. The study showed that the U. S. is a net copper 

importer of these products. 

The net imports of copper embodied in all of the relevant 

products of the ~nd uses examined show a trend for the twenty 

year period of the study (1965-1985). By far, the greatest 

jump for net U.S. imports was exhibited by mill products from 

1980-1985 (Figure 3.1). The total net embodied copper imported 
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almost tripled from 1980 to 1985. In 1985, almost 25 percent 

of apparent U.S.copper consumption was imported in the form 

of semimanufactured and final products. This amounted to 577 

thousand short tons; an amount that is too significant to be 

ignored. 

It is important to note that the u.s. is a major net 

exporter of copper in the form of copper-base scrap. In 1985, 

almost 200 thousand short tons of copper in the form of scrap 

were exported. The copper in the exported scrap could have 

been consumed domestically in sectors apart from electrical 

(which require pure forms of copper in general), were there a 

demand for it. Also, the absence of copper 'mini mills' for 

processing of scrap may also explain the huge amounts of 

copper-base scrap exports. 

Sulfur is used primarily in one major industry, 

agriculture. The most important sulfur use in the agriculture 

industry is in fertilizer production. Fe.rtilizers in turn are 

employed in food production, some of which (grains) are fed to 

livestock. Thus, sulfur provides a depth approach to the 

study; this in contrast to copper which infers a lateral 

approach. 

The study found that the u.s. is a major net exporter of 

sulfur embodied in fertilizers and grains, but a net importer 

of sulfur in the livestock and industrial products (petrole\1m 

refining products and wood pulp). Overall, however, the U .. S. 
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is a net exporter of embodied sulfur. In 1985, net exports of 

embodied sulfur as a percentage of apparent u.s. sulfur 

consumption reached 33.63 percent, this from 17.23 percent in 

1975, thus, the significance of the export market. 

It is obvious that u. S. copper al.d sulfur producers can 

not be indifferent to a considerable set of traded goods and 

conditions of international trade. For copper, the u.s. is 

still a significant copper producer and consumer, even though 

domestic production of primary copper and manufacturing of the 

copper-embodying products are being gradually substituted for 

by a flood of imports. The net import reliance of copper 

products has been increasing. Increased copper scrap exports 

coupled with an increase in net imports of embodied copper may 

suggest deindustrialization of the U. S. copper consuming 

industries. ~ 

The U.S. cannot freely compete in overseas markets for 

its mill and other finished copper products, mainly because of 

restrictive trade policies in other countries. The u.s. copper 

industry cannot afford to ignore net imports embodied in the 

form of finished and semifinished goods. 

with embodied sulfur exports at more than 33 percent of 

apparent consumption in 1985 (and forecast to rise to 42 

percent by 1995), the significance of the export market cannot 

be overemphasized. The study implies that domestic sulfur 

intensity of use is declining: thus if demand for sulfur 
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embodying/utilizing products in overseas markets declines, the 

domestic sulfur producers will be differentially impacted. The 

least vulnerable are the non-discretionary sulfur producers, 

whose production costs are properly assigned to the primary 

product. In the long-run, Frasch sulfur is the swing producer 

bearing the brunt of sulfur demand shifts. 

The inclusion of indirect mineral trade of copper and 

sulfur in domestic consumption data gives an intensity of use 

shape quite different from those determined by others. The 

implication here suggest changes in the analysis of domestic 

copper and sulfur use, and are of interest with respect to 

copper and sulfur industries and related capital investments. 

The estimation of embodied mineral trade (copper and sulfur) 

provides better 'domestic consumption' forecasts as well as 

early awareness of industry opportunities and dangers, major 

components of effective mineral trade policies. 

The estimation of ~et embodied copper and sulfur traded 

in the form of finished and semi finished products has been 

undertaken for five points in time (1965-1985, at five year 

intervals). The diversity in forecasts is due largely to the 

fewness of the embodied minerals traded data points. The shape 

of the forecasting function and the implied trend in embodied 

minerals traded will be much improved upon if more data points 

were estimated. Considerabie labor would provide a solution to 

this problem. The basic methodology remains the same. 
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Furthermore, the procedure could be applied to a number of 

minerals. It is laborious, but analytically useful as it is 

revealing of the structure of domestic industry with respect 

to that mineral. 
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